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Bern meeting on human contacts ends 70 congressmen are co-sponsors
with U.S. opposing final document
of Ukrainian Helsinki Group resolution
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — The six-week
Experts Meeting on Human Contacts,
held as part of the Helsinki Accords
review process, ended in Bern, Switzerland, on May 27 without agreement on
a final document as the United States
stood alone in its opposition to the
"consensus statement."
The U.S. refused to approve the
document, saying it would weaken
rather than strengthen the pledges made
at Helsinki in 1975 by 35 states from the
East and West.
The proposed final document was
approved by the 34 other states participating in the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, which has
come to be known as the Helsinki
process. The document was the result of
a compromise offered by Switzerland,
Austria and other neutral and nonaligned states in final negotiations on
May 26.
The head of the U.S. delegation to the
Bern meeting, Michael Novak, rejected
the proposal as too weak. He said, "The
real problem remains the problem of
compliance with existing documents,
rather than approval of what was at best
a very modest document in our view,
and a rather weak one in the view of
some others."
The Bern meeting was the last in a
series of experts meeting mandated by
the most recent Helsinki Accords review conference held in Madrid in 198083. In Bern, representatives of 35 states
covered topics such as family reunification, exchange of information, travel
for personal or professional reasons,
and postal and telephone communications.

Other experts meetings discussed
cultural agreements (Budapest, November 1985) and human rights (Ottawa,
June 1985). All three experts meetings
ended without agreement on final statements. In Bern, it was the United States
alone that opposed the communique,
while at previous meetings the West was
more unified in its opposition.
The next full-scale Helsinki review
conference will begin in November in
Vienna.
During the Bern conference, the
United States raised many specific cases
of family reunification and emigration.
Among the cases of persons wishing to
emigrate were those of two Ukrainians:
Yuriy Shukhevych, a human-rights
activist who has been imprisoned for
over 33 years and who has relatives in
Australia; and Aleksander Maksymov,
who renounced his Soviet citizenship
and subsequently served two terms of
imprisonment for his emigration efforts.
During a May 13 discussion on mail
and postal interference, the U.S. delegation brought up the issue of contacts
in the aftermath of the Chornobyl
nuclear power plant accident in Ukraine.
Ambassador Novak stated:
"A U.S. senator has asked me to raise
another point which fits within our
mandate. Many Ukrainian Americans
in Pennsylvania, Illinois, New York and
other states of the United States, have
tried frantically to make telephonic
contact with their relatives near Kiev.
Mr. Chairman, if it were possible for the
near future, on an emergency basis, to
open up special additional telephone
(Continued on page 15)

Times publisher famine coverage stands
as "our best contemporary effort"
NEW YORK — New York Times
publisher Arthur Ochs Sulzberger has
responded to allegations that former
Moscow correspondent William Duranty covered up the Ukrainian famine
of 1932-33. In a letter sent to radio talk
show host Les Kinsolving, Mr. Sulzberger stated that despite these allegations, "what we report has to stand, for
better or worse, as our best contemporary effort."
Mr. Kinsolving, who is a Times
shareholder, recently brought up the
matter of a cover-up in one of his
syndicated talk shows and, at a Times
shareholders meeting on April 30, asked
why the Times, knowing of the allegations against Mr. Duranty, did not
return the Pulitzer Prize which was
awarded to him for his coverage while in
Moscow.
Some critics have maintained that
Mr. Duranty covered up the famine in
print, while privately told British intelli-

gence he believed over 10 million people
died in the man-made famine. (Since the
radio broadcast, Mr. Sulzberger has
received many letters inquiring about
the matter and also criticizing the
Times.)
In his letter to Mr. Kinsolving, Mr.
Sulzberger, who had promised to investigate the matter, responded that the
Times could not return the Pulitzer.
"That contemporary Pulitzer jurors
thought him worthy of a prize for the
things he did write from Moscow is a
judgment I am neither equipped nor
entitled to second guess at this date. In
any event, it is not a prize The Times can
take back," Mr. Sulzberger wrote.
As for the alledged cover-up' of the
famine, Mr. Sulzberger wrote, "newspapers are chroniclers of current affairs
— as another publisher once remarks,
'the first rough cut at history.'... Hardly
any major political event.‚.can ever be
(Continued on page 15)

WASHINGTON — More than 70
congressmen have co-sponsored a resolution which would call upon the
president and secretary of state to press
Soviet leaders to release all imprisoned
and exiled members of Helsinki monitoring groups and allow them to emigrate to the country of their choice.
House Concurrent Resolution 332,
sponsored by Congressmen Gus Yatron
(D-Pa.) and William S. Broomfield (RMich.), commemorates the 10th anniversary of the establishment of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Monitoring Group
on November 9. The organization
Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine (AHRU) has been working
closely with the sponsors of the resolution.
"Despite the Geneva summit," Rep.
Yatron told the House when introducing the resolution, "the Soviet Union
continues to violate the human-rights
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act and
other international human-rights agreements by denying its citizens freedom of
speech, press, assembly, association,
religion, fair trial and many others.
Through intensive Russification, ethnocide, repression and imprisonment, the
Soviets have endeavored to smother all
manifestations of national identity.
They have also denied the rights of

Feodor Fedorenko
to go on trial
in Symferopil
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — The Soviet
news agency Novosti reported on June 5
that Feodor Fedorenko, who is
suspected of being a guard at the Treblinka Nazi death camp, will soon go on
trial in Symferopil, Ukrainian SSR.
Mr. Fedorenko, 79, was deported
from the United States to the Soviet
Union on December 22,1984, following
a seven-year legal battle. He was the
first suspected Nazi collaborator deported to the USSR.
A former factory worker in Waterbury, Conn. Mr. Fedorenko had retired
to Florida in 1976. He later moved to
Philadelphia. Mr. Fedorenko was
stripped of his U.S. citizenship in 1979
after it was found that he lied upon
applying for entry into this country in
1949. He had become a naturalized
citizen in 1970.
Mr. Fedorenko took his fight against
deportation all the way to the Supreme
Court, but the court declined to halt the
deportation.
He had visited the Soviet Union three
times during the 1970s to see his wife
and two sons. During his 1973 visit he
was interrogated on three separate days,
once for a six-hour period.
(Continued on page 13)

family reunification and emigration."
The resolution would call upon the
president and secretary of state to not
only press for the release and emigration of Helsinki monitors, but also
ensure that the soon-to-be-opened U.S.
Consulate in Kiev reports Soviet humanrights violations in Ukraine and that
"information provided by that consulate on those violations should be
included in the semi-annual reports on
compliance with the Helsinki Final Act
which are submitted by the president to
the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe."
William Bahrey, an officer of AHRU,
said recently that while the Helsinki
Accords, signed in Finland on August 1,
1975, had "raised the expectations of the
Soviet and Eastern bloc people for
greater observance of human rights"
and produced "the formation of citizens' monitoring groups to inform the
world how these governments are complying with the accords," those hopes
have not been met.
"Since its establishment, the members of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
have been brutally and inhumanely
treated by the Soviet government which
resulted in deaths, imprisonments, exile
or deportations. Oleksiy Tykhy, Yuriy
Lytvyn and Vasyl Stus died while in
labor camps. Many are gravely ill, but
are serving long sentences which are
equivalent to death sentences. One cruel
punishment practiced by the Soviets is
the rearresting of monitors before they
finish their prison sentences or rearrests
after they are released," he said.
The bill would be an important tool
in encouraging Soviet leaders to respect
the rights of their citizens, Rep. Yatron
said.
"The Western democracies have a
solemn responsibility to support the
struggle for achievement of human
rights of Ukrainians and other people
living under Soviet domination."
AHRU is appealing to Ukrainian
Americans and others to write, phone,
and visit the national or local offices of
their congressmen urging them to join
in co-sponsoring H. Con. Res.
332. For further information, contact
Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine, 43 Midland Place, Newark, N.J.
07106; (201) 373-9729.
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100,000 to be monitored for cancer
from Chornobyl accident radiation exposure
MOSCOW — While 80 persons have
suffered serious radiation exposure
from the Chornobyl nuclear reactor
disaster, the health of roughly 100,000
evacuees will have to be monitored by
doctors for the rest of their lives,
according to American bone marrow
specialist Dr. Robert Gale, who spoke in
Moscow on June 6.
Upon returning from the nuclear
disaster site in Ukraine, Dr. Gale said
that even low levels of radiation exposure eventually can cause cancer, so the
health of the evacuees will be followed.
He said that he und Dr. Andrei Vorobyev, a Soviet blood specialist, had
signed a preliminary agreement to that
effect.
"There is a continuous risk of cancer
increasing from radiation and that these
100,000 people are in fact at a potential
risk of developing cancer," Dr. Gale
said.
The physician from Los Angeles said
that thyroid cancers would only show
up in the next five to 20 years. Abortions have been recommended for some
pregnajnt women caught in the radioactive fallout.
"It is currently assumed there is no
threshold dose of radiation. Any small
dose increases this risk (of cancer)," Dr.
Gale said at the June 6 news conference.
"But our attention is being focused at
these 100,000 facing the highest risk."
He said people from as far away as
Great Britain face increased cancer risks
because of the Chornobyl fallout, but
a$4ed;t}^
as a result of the accident outside of the
Soviet Union would be "small."
Soviet officials reported last week
that 26 people have died, including two
killed at the scene.

Meanwhile, new pockets of radiation
were discovered last week outside of
18.6-mile evacuation zone around the
crippled plant in parts of southern
Byelorussia, north of Chornobyl.
The Washington Post reported on
June 6 that 20,000 people had been
evacuated from "additional areas" of
contamination and the radiation danger
zone was extended into parts of neighboring Byelorussia.
Yuri Israel, chairman of the state
committee for hydrology and meteorology, said at a June 5 news conference
that high temperatures lifted the radioactive emissions high into the air, from
where winds swept them far afield after
the April 26 explosion.
"That was responsible for certain
levels of radiation outside" of the
original zone, he said.
"We have evacuated the population
of additional villages and towns," said
Yuri Batalin, a deputy prime minister
said.
Some 60,000 children were reportedly evacuated from southern Byelorussia, in addition to the thousands of
children, including those from Pripyat,
a mile and a half from the reactor, and
those from Kiev, 60 miles to the south,
who are scattered at Pioneer camps
from the Moscow suburbs to Crimea,
The New York Times reported.
Some 110 of the children of Pripyat
found their way to Artek, a camp of
model Pioneers, the Soviet equivalent
of scouts, near the resort city of Yalta,
thsДцпе$ .said, ‚An additional 1,300
children whose parents work at the
Chornobyl complex are waiting at a
camp near Kiev for a session at Artek
later this summer.
(Continued on page 15)

Bonner returns to Soviet Union
. J p p ; ) E Y ^ Y , N J , — YelenaJBon;ner; wife оЃ Soviet dissent and humanrights activist Andrei Sakharov, returned to Moscow after a six-month stay in
the United States where she received
medical treatment and asked for help in
ending her husband's exile.
Mrs. Bonner arrived in Moscow on
June 2 on an Alitalia flight from Milan.
Asked at an impromptu press conference how she felt, Mrs. Bonner replied,
"It's complicated. I was staying with my
family there, but my husband was here.
If I didn't have a husband here, I
wouldn't have come back." She remained silent when questioned if her
trip would help gain freedom for her
husband from internal exile in Gorky.
But when asked if she was preparing
to emigrate to the West, Mrs. Bonner
said, "I don't think about that, preparing to emigrate or not preparing to
emigrate. If I had wanted to emigrate, I
would have submitted the documents."
When Mrs. Bonner left the Soviet
Union on December 2, she had promised Soviet authorities that she would
not speak to the Western press about
human rights or Dr. Sakharov's situation
in Gorky. But after an initial period of
restraint, she granted several interviews
and met with some heads of state,
including British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, Italian President Benito
Craxi and French President Francois
Mitterrand.
When questioned why she had broken the wall of silence, Mrs. Bonner
replied that "there were very many lies
coming out of here about us." Rep. Dan
E. Lundgren (R-Calif.), who along with
Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) accompanied Mrs. Bonner to Moscow to

ensure her safety explained further:
"She thought that after she arrived
there the disinformation (about Sakharov) would stop. And the fact is that it
didn't."
Before she left for the Soviet Union,
Mrs. Bonner had said "I have not the
slightest desire to return. I think anyone who is in a sound mental state
would not want to return from freedom
to prison."
Victor Louis, a Soviet journalist who
is also a source of official government
information, was critical of Mrs. Bonner's behavior while in the West. In a
telephone interview recently he told The
Washington Post: "She hasn't violated
her promise not to talk to journalists
because she hasn't been given this
pledge."
But her critical comments had "jeopardized" the possibility of an early end
to Dr. Sakharov's exile. Mrs. Bonner
had also "violated the limited rights"
she had in traveling outside Italy and
the United States, Mr. Louis said.
In response to Mr. Louis's comments,
Mrs. Bonner said: "At the end of the
20th century, when in the whole world
the rules of judicial legality are observed, it is rather odd to hear that a
man is being held prisoner because his
wife is judged to be bad."
Mrs. Bonner, before leaving Boston,
admitted that she is worried that the
conditions may worsen when she returns to Gorky. "I fear the unprecedented isolation in which we have lived
our last years in Gorky...I fear life under
constant supervision under the lenses of
hidden cameras." She said she fears "the
West will get nothing but disinformatiorT about the Sakharovs.
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Rep, Frank writes to Medvid
Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.)has
written a letter to Myroslav Medvid,
the Ukrainian sailor who last year
jumped ship off a Soviet grainfreighter into the Mississippi River.
Rep. Frank is the latest member of
Congress to write to Mr. Medvid as
part of an ongoing effort organized by
Rep. Fred J. Eekert (R-N. Y.). Each
month a different member of Congress writes a letter to the would-be
defector. Ћге letters are then translated into Ukrainian by members of
The Washington Group, signed by
the congressmen and sent on to Mr.
Medvid in Ukraine. The effort is
aimed at keeping the Medvid issue
alive.
Below is the full text of Rep.
Frank s letter.

Dear Mr. Medvid:
I hope this letter finds you well. I
wanted you to know that many of us

in the Congress continue to think of
you and send you their best wishes.
As you know, you became quite
famous during your brief stay in the
United States, and you will always be
welcome here, whether for a brief
visit or to build a new life here. It is a
considerable disappointment to me
that U.S. officials left you with a
different impression.
1 am sorry that your country has
erected barriers to free communication between our peoples and to free
travel over our borders. These were,
after all, central principles which
both our nations agreed to at Helsinki. There is considerable interest
here about Soviet life and culture,
and daily events in your country
(particularly recent events in
Ukraine), and 1 am sure your people
share a similar interest in us.
1 look forward to the day when
these barriers are lowered.
Barney Frank
Member of Congress

More information

on Ruban trial

MUNICH — More information on
the trial of sculptor Petro Ruban, which
occurred in Pryluky, Chernihiv region,
from December 25 to 27, 1985, have
surfaced in the West, according to
USSR News Brief.
Mr. Ruban had been sentenced to
nine years' special-regimen camp and
five years'exile for "anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda."

when run over by a truck in 1982.
The 45-year-old sculptor had previously been sentenced to six-years in a
labor camp and three-years' internal
exile in 1976 for planning to present an
original work for art to the United
States in celebration of this country's
bicentennial. He was in the last year of
that sentence when he was rearrested on
the new charge.
Another term served by Mr. Ruban
was from 1956 to 1973 for "anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda" and "the
illegal possession of a weapon."
Mr. Ruban is reportedly very ill and
has been hospitalized for a year with
tuberculosis.

The newsletter reported that Mr.
Ruban conducted his own defense. He
had been arrested last July. The charge
was based on letters to his wife from
camp, ietters sent to foreign citizens
which had been seized from the mail as
"damaged as a result of mechanical
processing of the mail," as well as
evidence from former cellmates and
other people. Mr. Ruban was accused
of making statements about the collective farm systems, the war in Afghanistan and the sovereignty of the Ukrainian SSR.
Three days elapsed before Mr. Ruban's family was allowed in court. The
artist pleaded not guilty to the charges
and stated he would go on a hunger
strike as soon as his sentence came into
effect. He vowed to continue it until his
invalid son, who is paralyzed, is allowed
to leave the Soviet Union for treatment.
The 11-year-old boy was badly injured
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Church destroyed
in Korsunivka
KESTON, England — Astonechurch
dating from the 1820s was torn down in
Korsunivka, Lokhvytsia district, in the
Poltava region in order to make room
for the expansion of a local park,
according to Keston News Service.
The Ministry of Culture newspaper
Kultura і Zhyttia reported the demolition. The residents of Korsunivka had
planned to have the church designated
an architectural monument.
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Battle over war crimes inquiry
heats up in Australia

Ukrainian lawyers and doctors
hold joint meeting in Philly

JERSEY CITY, N.J. — A recent request by the Executive Council of
Australian Jewry to set up an investigate unit that would track down Nazi
war criminals that may be living in
Australia has caused a battle of words in
this country's press and legislative
circles.
Adding to the conflict is a recently
broadcast five-part radio series entitled
"Nazis in Australia" which allegedly
discloses names of persons involved in
war crimes living in Australia.
But the series has also triggered
columns by journalists and ethnic
community leaders cautioning its
citizenry that "what might start out as a
laudable goal could develop into a witch
hunt reminiscent of the McCarthy era."
Leslie Caplan, the council's president, said that, according to his information, 2,830 people suspected of being
war criminals were refused admission to
Canada after World war II and possibly
many in that group eventually came to
Australia. These refugees predominantly were from Germany, the Baltic
states and Ukraine. In order to find out
if indeed any war criminals are living in
Australia, Mr. Caplan suggested setting
up investigative panels in Australia
similar to those of the problem-plagued
U.S. Justice Department's Office of
Special Investigations or the Canadian
Commission of Inquiry on War Crimes.
N e w s p a p e r c o l u m n i s t s and
Australian citizens, however, have
cautioned that such a campaign could
slander groups of innocent people and
that "the fundamental justice of
'innocent until proven guilty' may be

PHILADELPHIA —The Ukrainian
American Bar Association (UABA) and
the Ukrainian Medical Association of
North America (UMANA) came
together to discuss common concerns
on Saturday, May 24, at the Four Seasons Hotel here. This first joint meeting
of two strong and active Ukrainian professional organizations proved to be extremely productive.
Highlights of the meeting included a
panel discussion of a "Legal and Medical Analysis of the Psychiatric Report in
the Medvid Case."(Myroslav Medvid is
the young Ukrainian sailor who jumped
off the Soviet grain4 freighter Marshal
Koniev in New Orleans last October
and was sent back by the U.S. Border
Patrol despite his pleas for political
asylum.) Representing the UABA on
the panel were attorneys Andrew
Fylypovych and Orest Jejna, both of
whom had represented Mr. Medvid in
the various lawsuits filed on his behalf.
They reported on the status of these
legal actions.
Speaking for the doctors were Don
Fontana and Jurij Savyckyj. They
discussed the two medical reports
prepared on Mr. Medvid's condition —
one based on an examination on board
the Marshal Koniev, the other after an
examination in New Orleans. Dr.
Fontana noted that he and some of his
colleagues had analyzed the two reports
and concluded that they were either not
written by the same doctor, or did not
concern the same patient. Dr. Savyckyj,
a psychiatrist, pointed out numerous
inconsistencies in the reports that raise
serious questions about the examining
psychiatrist's motives or competence.
The presentations made clear that there
are still many unanswered questions

overlooked in the heat of the day."
"It would be tragic if any Australian
hunt for Nazi war criminals and East
European collaborators were to result
in persecution of the innocent, leading
to deep and irreconcilable division
between Australian ethnic and Jewish
communities," writes columnist
Michael Barnard.
"Over the past 10 years, I hope, this
column has adequately conveyed my
abhorrence of what Hitler's Germany
did to the Jewish people and of those
who would now rewrite history to
minimise both Jewish suffering and
Nazi complicity in it.
"But I also look with immense
admiration upon those other groups
who in recent history have suffered so
grievously, not only from Nazism but
from Soviet totalitariansim and Stalin's
cultural genocide. Such people include
the Ukrainians and Baits, the very ones,
tragically, singled out for special
mention by a Jewish community
leader, Mr. Leslie Caplan, as prime
potential sources for war criminals in
Australia."
Mr. Barnard writes that a major
source in providing war crimes evidence
against individuals for both the OSI and
Canada's Deschenes Commission has
been by Soviet Union. Both these
organizations "have been forced to rely
heavily on Soviet evidence and
testimony available only from
'witnesses' not allowed to leave the
Soviet Union."
Both organizations refer "to evidence
of Soviet forgery and fabrication as out{Continued on page 14)

Ukrainian groups continue to
seek aid for Chornobyl victims
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — In the aftermath of the Chornobyl nuclear disaster,
several Ukrainian organizations have
undertaken letter-writing campaigns to
U.S. government and international
organizations asking them to do all they
can to help the victims of the catastrophe in Ukraine.
The Philadelphia-based United Ukrainian American Relief Committee
(UUARC) and the New York-based
Plast Ukrainian Youth Organization,
have written several letters to the Red
Cross, U.S. Department of State and
the United Nations, asking them to help
the victims of the accidents. While
responses from some of these organization, have elicited concern about the
victims and effects of radiation on
future generations, they also stated at
this time, there is not much they can do
because the Soviet government has not
asked for help.
In a letter addressed to Dr. Alexander
Bilyk, president of the UUARC, Richard F. Schubert, president of the
American Red Cross, wrote in response
to one of the doctor's letters:
"On May 8, the Soviet Red Cross
wired us (and the International Red
Cross bodies in Geneva, Switzerland, as
well) that it was 'actively participating
in providing help and assistance to the
victims and evacuated people' and that
the 'Soviet government and local authorities are now taking all necessary
measures to eliminate the consequences
of the accident.' They concluded, 'We
believe that at present there is no need
for any international assistance either
through the League (of Red Cross; Red
Crescent Societies) or national (Red
Cross) societies.' "
Mr. Schubert continued that the Red

Cross is continuing inquiries into the
health and welfare of individuals in the
Chornobyty Prypiat areas on behalf of
concerned relatives in the U.S. He also
encouraged those with relatives in
Ukraine to continue trying to communicate with them.
Dr. Schubert stated he doubted that
the Soviets would permit the Red Cross
"to conduct any direct relief activities in
the Soviet Union even should there be a
concluded need for such."
A similar response was received by
Iwanna Hankewych, president, and
Oleksandra Juzeniw, secretary, of
concerned citizens for Human Rights in
Ukraine, an ad hoc group created by
the Pershi Stezhi and Verkhovynky
Plast sororities.
The State Department also expressed
its dismay at the responses it has
received from the Soviet Union, but it
has expressed its desire to help the
victims of the accident.
In a letter addressed to United Nations General Secretary Javier Perez de
Cuellar, Yaroslaw Stavnychyj and
Adriana Pidverbecka, writing on the
behalf of the participants of the Plast's
annual Spring Jamboree in East Chatham, N.Y., appealed to the U.N. to
intercede with the Soviet government
to: allow world relief agencies to inspect
the immediate and surrounding areas of
the accident; examine the victims and
provide necessary medical assistance;
allow food and medications to be sent to
the affected areas; allow relatives of
victims to be able to contact them, and
receive permission from the Soviet
government for the victims to come to
the United States for necessary medical
treatment, especially those of childbearing age and children."

and much unfinished work in this
matter.
After the panel discussion, William
Courtney, U.S. consul general
designate to Kiev, addressed the participants about the recent nuclear disaster
in Chornobyl, Ukraine. Mr. Courtney
suggested that if the U.S. Consulate in
Kiev had already been operating, the
world would have received more
complete information and much
sooner. (Mr. Courtney's speech is
published on page 7.)
Subsequent to Mr. Courtney's
speech, both the UMANA and UABA
issued resolutions calling on the
governments of the U.S. and USSR for
increased communications, disclosure
of facts and humanitarian aid to the
victims of Chornobyl. These resolutions have been presented to the White
House. (See box below.)
On Saturday evening, the UABA and
UMANA jointly sponsored a banquet
and dance at the Benjamin Franklin
Institute. Mr. Courtney again spoke to
the over 200 attendees, this time about
the establishment of the consulate in
Kiev and its purpose. He stated his hope
that the advance mission would be
allowed to travel to Kiev soon to being
its work.
After dinner, the popular Ukrainian
band Tempo provided dancing music.
In addition to the joint activities with
UMANA, the UABA conducted
separate discussions of organizational
business during the weekend. Some of
the main points addressed included the
UABA's scholarship fund which,
together with the Shevchenko Scientific
Society, will be awarding $1,000
scholarships to two Ukrainian
(Continued on page 14)

UABA statement on Chornobyl disaster
Statement of the Ukrainian
American Bar Association on the
Chornobyl nuclear disaster, issued
May 24 at the association's mid-year
meeting.
On or about April 26, 1986, the
largest civilian nuclear disaster in
history occurred in Chornobyl,
Ukraine. The government of the
Soviet Union remained silent and did
not admit the occurrence of this
human tragedy nor meet the
immediate needs of the Ukrainian
people until Western governments
who became concerned by the
dramatic increase of radioactivity
within their borders forced Soviet
disclosure. Even to this day, the
amount of information given by
Moscow has been woefully
inadequate.
In view of the unprecedented
magnitude of this disaster for the international community and the
Ukrainian people in particular, the
Ukrainian American Bar Association demands of the Soviet Union the
following:
1. That the USSR comply with
the provisions of Basket III of the
Helsinki Final Acts and permit
Ukrainian-Americans to communicate directly with their families and
friends in Ukraine in order to locate
and determine the status of their
health and well-being;
2. That the Sovit Union suspend
its ban on postal transfer from the
West of medicines and dry goods.
Moreover, in order to facilitate
divided families in the West in their
attempts to aid their relatives within
Ukraine, we demand that the Soviet

Union repeal its tariff impositions
upon Ukrainians within the Ukrainian SSR which tariff impositions
make the sending of parcels literally
impossible.
3. The UABA endorses and
supports in its totality the resolution
of the U k r a i n i a n M e d i c a l
Association of North America in
reference to the Chornobyl disaster
and in particular its call for the
establishment of an International
Red Cross station in Kiev and full
scientific disclosure of the effects of
the disaster and genetic counseling
for survivors and their off-spring.
4. The failure of the Soviet
government to meet the self-evident
humanitarian needs and its
international commitments further
underscores the historic disregard by
that government of its fundamental
responsibilities to the Ukrainian
people and the world community at
large.
We note with regret that
Chornobyl is merely the most recent
of disasters that have befallen the
Ukrainian people. In this century the
Soviet made famine of the 1930s and
the devastation of World War II are
still fresh within our memories. The
Soviet government's silence on these
disasters (man-made and Otherwise)
is evidence of the international and
media isolation in which the Ukrainian people find themselves.
We applaud Western media
coverage and interest in the CHbrnobyl disaster and urge its continuation to prevent the silencing of
another Ukrainian holocaust.
Unanimously approved, mid-year
meeting, May 24, 1986.
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Boston Ukrainians are victors
in flap with governor's wife CAMBRIDGE — Mass. — A disturbing situation, the exclusion of
the Ukrainian famine from a Massachusetts State House ceremony
which commemorated the victims of
the Holocaust, the Armenian massacre and the Cambodian genocide,
turned into a media success — headlines, radio and TV coverage, interest
in the famine, and an apology from
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.
But this seemingly miraculous
overnight success was really the culmination of months of work by many
individuals.
In July 1985 Gloria у'Edynak, then
information officer of the Ukrainian
Studies Fund at Harvard,' wrote to
the hosts of the State House
Memorial Services, Kitty Dukakis,
the governor's wife, and Speaker of
the House of Representatives George
Keverian, asking that the Ukrainian
famine be commemorated alongside
the other major genocides of the 20th
century. Mrs. Dukakis wrote back
that "it is necessary to limit participation." Others who then wrote to
r
' request that the famine be included
received the same response;
In the fall, Friends of the Harvard
Ukrainian Research Institute
members Alicia Szendiuch and
Wawa Baczynskyj stepped up
efforts, asking for more information
on the event, such as the criteria used
to decide a group's inclusion, and the
names of t h o s e u l t i m a t e l y
responsible fo^making the^decUron.
Jewish opposition
A series of meetings with the
governors' aides ensued, in which it
was revealed that Jewish opposition
due to the issue of Ukrainian-Nazi
collaboration was the true reason for
the exclusion of Ukrainians.
Dukakis aides arranged a meeting
between Ms. Szendiuch, Ms.
Baczynskyj and Leonard Zakim,
head of the New England Chapter of
B'nai Brith. The meeting made it
clear that Ukrainians would not be
included in the ceremony this year.
Ukrainians in the Boston area discussed the matter and decided to attend the ceremony anyway, both to
demonstrate their shared sorrow
with the Cambodians, Jews and
Armenians, and to let it be known
that the decision to exclude them was
unacceptable. A letter explaining this
position was sent to Mr. Zakim and
copies went to Mrs. Dukakis's office.
In order to educate the public
about the famine itself, the
Ukrainian Studies Fund at Harvard
invited Armenian, Cambodian and
Jewish groups to a famine commemoration program on Sunday, May
11, (Providna Nedilia) at St.
Andrew's Ukrainian Orthodox
Church. Dr. James Mace, staff director of the U.S. Commission on the
Ukraine Famine, and Dr. Frank
Sysyn, associate director of the
Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard, were scheduled to speak. Also,
a press showing of the film "Harvest
of Despair" was planned for May 8.
Dr. Mace and William Stan, a local
survivor, would be available for
questions.

Phillips, was on the story of the
exclusion, and he called Gov.
Dukakis's press secretary who issued
the following statement:
"There's a great deal of concern
within the Jewish community — and
this goes to the heart of deeply held
emotions — over Ukrainian
involvement in the Holocaust of
World War II... We've been
encouraging a dialogue between the
communities but until there's some
communication we don't feel it's appropriate to include the Ukrainians
in the Holocaust services."
The newly formed Boston chapter
of Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine, headed by Northeastern
University law student Oles Kuzma,
responded: "The victims of the
Ukrainian famine died before the
Nazis came to power, and to deny
their commemoration is to slander
an entire nation. Although we are
pained by the denial to include the
Ukrainian famine in the official state
observations, we will be there on
May 9 to commemorate the victims
of the Jewish, Armenian and
Cambodian genocides."
Both quotes appeared in the April
23 Herald under the headline "Ukrainians Rip Kitty in Holocaust Flap."
New England's largest newspaper,
The Boston Globe, ran a small item
under its "State House Roundup"
section. UPI and Associated Press
picked up the story, which then ran in
various Massachusetts papers such
as the Cape Cod Times and the North
Shore Mariner. WBUR, the Boston
area radio station known to have a
highly educated audience for its indepth morning news, also ran the
story that evening and throughout
the morning.
Ukrainians register disapproval

Ukrainians across the state,
dismayed and angered by what they
felt to be overt discrimination, called
the State House to register their
unhappiness. The nuclear accident in
Ukraine focused 'more attention on
Ukraine, and Boston area Ukrainians were interviewed.
The Herald, educated on the
famine by materials provided by the
USF of Harvard, ran an editorial
titled "Soviet Secrecy a Way of Life"
which said: "the people running the
Soviet Union are the ideological
descendants of Stalin who
perpetrated the Ukrainian holocaust
of the 1930s when a man-made
famine killed untold millions of
people..."
Howie Carr, a Herald columnist
widely read for his brashness, used
the Ukrainian exclusion as an
example in a column attacking Mrs.
Dukakis on a number of issues.
As the May 9 State House event
approached, Ukrainians had three
potential media events planned: the
showing of "Harvest of Despair" on
Thursday, May 8, at Harvard;
attending the State House event
Friday and issuing a statement to the
press; and Sunday's ceremony and
program at the Orthodox Church.
Since the conflict was now public, the
press was invited to Sunday's event
as well.
Media attention
The day before the State House
event, WBUR ran a piece throughout
By April 23, the Boston Herald's the morning quoting Marta Baziuk
State House reporter, Frank
(Continued on page 13)
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Ukrainian Americans hold fund-raiser
for Congressional hopeful Mike Kostiw

Congressional candidate Mike Kostiw (right) with Rep. Philip Crane at Washington fund-raiser.
by Andrij Bilyk
in the primary, said that the 1986
Republican primary winner has "a great
WASHINGTON — Mike Kostiw is shot" at being elected to Congress.
an American of Ukrainian descent
That's because the 16th District was
running for Congress in Florida's 16th reapportioned in 1982 following the
District. According to political obser- 1980 U.S. Census. "It was essentially
vers he has a reasonable chance of gerrymandered for the current seatsucceeding.
holder, Larry Smith, whose 65 percent
Already campaigning hard, Mr. plurality in 1982 dropped to 55 percent
Kostiw took the time to attend a May 22 in 1984. All we (Republicans) need is a
fund-raiser organized by Friends of five to six percent swing in our direction
Mike Kostiw at the Capitol Hill Club in and the seat is ours," Mr. Kostiw said.
Washington.
District voting patterns are changing,
Some 50 Ukrainian Americans and he said, due to the continued influx into
their friends paid $50 a head or $75 per the area of Cuban Americans, who now
couple to meet Mr. Kostiw. Organizers make up nearly one-third of the populasaid they hoped this will be the first of tion. Jews compose the other major
several Mike Kostiw fund-raisers out- voting bloc. The remaining voters are
side the 16th District, which is an affectionately called "Anglos," Mr.
elongated area of land stretching from Kostiw said, adding, "in 1984, a majoDade County (northwest Miami) rity of the Cuban and Anglo vote, and
through Broward County, which in- 35 percent of the Jewish vote went to
cludes such cities as Hialeah Gardens Reagan."
and Hollywood.
The principal speakers at the fundA Republican, Mr. Kostiw is running raiser were Mr. Kostiw, Bohdan Futey,
with the backing of influential party and Rep. Philip Crane (R-I1L). The
members. He faces a September 30 event was emceed by Mr. Futey, who
Republican primary. A spokesman for headed Ukrainians for Reagan for the
the Republican State party in Florida, Reagan Re-election Committee. Noting
though understandably noncommital that it's about time "we had a person of
on which candidate has the best chance
(Continued on page 13)

Bohdan Krawchenko selected to head
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies
EDMONTON — Dr. Bohdan Krawchenko, assistant director of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies
(CIUS), has been named the new
director of the institute effective July 1.
He will succeed Dr. Manoly R.
Lupul, who is completing his second
five-year term as director. After a year
of study leave, Dr. Lupul will return to
the Department of Educational Foundations, where he is a specialist on the
development of education in Canada.
Dr. Krawchenko has been a CIUS
research associate since the institute's
founding in 1976. In 1983 he was named
assistant director. He has lectured in the
political science, history and the Slavic
and East European studies departments
at the University of Alberta.
In 1985 Dr. Krawchenko published
"Social Change and National
Consciousness in Twentieth Century
Ukraine," which was based on his
doctoral thesis. He is also editor of
"Ukraine After Shelest" and co-editor
of a soon-to-be released publication

called "Famine — Ukraine — 1933."
Among his many involvements, Dr.
Krawchenko is also an executive
member of the Canadian Ethnic Studies
Association, a representative of the
Canadian Association of Slavists on the
International Committee for Soviet and
East European Studies, a member of the
editorial board for the "Encyclopedia of
Ukraine," and a member of the Ukrainian Community Development
Committee.
Dr. Krawchenko obtained a
bachelor's degree from Bishops University in 1969 and a master's from the
University of Toronto in 1979.
In 1972 he obtained a diploma in
Soviet studies from the Institute of
Soviet and East European Studies from
the University of Glasgow with a
specialization in Soviet economy and
social structure. In 1982 he received his
Ph.D. at Oxford for his work "Soviet
Moblization and National' Consciousness in 20th Century Ukraine."
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31st Convention given low marks by delegates, observers
by Michael B. Bociurkiw
and Natalia A. Feduschak
DEARBORN, Mich. — As the 31st Ukrainian National Association Convention drew to a close here,
many delegates and observers had formulated rather
strong opinions as to the success of the convention.
While views differed from delegate to delegate, several
recurring themes presented themselves.
Members of the organization agreed that some
things were accomplished at the convention, such as
the move to open a UNA office in Washington, but for
the most part, delegates felt that the convention failed
to address the largest question facing the organization,
namely, what is going to happen to it in the future.
Delegates and observers named three overriding
issues which they felt were not addressed sufficiently at
the convention. The first was the lack of involvement
by youth in the UNA. Many stated that the older generation is loath to give way to younger people, and if
this is not reversed, it will significantly hurt the organization in the future.
Secondly, delegates were concerned that no course
of action was mapped for the organization's growth.
Delegates stated that membership is falling, but
were dismayed that few concrete proposals were put
on the table to reverse the trend.
And finally, many complained, some angrily, that
politics and personal ambitions are getting in the way
of building a truly strong organization.
The following interviews, conducted during and
after the convention, reflect the attitudes conveyed by
delegates.
e Eugene Iwanciw, 34, of Washington, was reelected to his fourth term as supreme advisor. "The
fact that the convention endorsed the creation of a

special committee to fight the defamation of Ukrainians is significant,"said Mr. Iwanciw. "This issueisa
serious problem and one on which the UNA will be in
the forefront."
Mr. Iwanciw said he was happy with the UNA's decision to open an office in the nation's capital, adding
that it will significantly raise the profile of the organization.
He echoed the concerns of several other delegates
about the paucity of youth delegates at the convention.
"But there were more young people at this convention,
and that's a positive step," he added.
Summing up his musings on the convention, Mr.
Iwanciw said: "We're moving in the right direction.
Part of the mission of the UNA is to demonstrate that
it is relevant to young people."
^ Myron Spolsky, 33, of Edmonton, complained
that there were "some serious difficulties" that
hampered the convention proceedings. The executive
director of the Alberta branch of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee, who has had several years'
experience in revitalizing Ukrainian community life in
Canada, said he regretted the lack of discussion on
"the future development of the UNA."
"A serious downfall was the lack of attention given
to the issue of how we are going to rejuvenate the organization. As a result, the convention seems to have
boiled down to a competition between individuals, as
opposed to a competition between the vital issues confronting the UNA."
Asked how it felt to be one of the youngest delegates
at his first UNA convention, Mr. Spolsky replied:
"Out of my element." He added that the lack of young
delegates signified "another failure" of the convention.
Future conventions might avoid having a dearth of
youth delegates by reserving or setting aside a certain

amount of votes for young people, Mr. Spolsky said.
"Youth and students are usually the ones most interested in bringing about change, and pushing those of
the older generation to re-think their positions."
Mr. Spolsky said that as a Canadian he valued the
opportunity of "re-acquainting" himself with the
issues of the day that are being addressed by the Ukrainian American community. "I learned about the
distinct differences between the two communities —
the cultural, political and social differences, and not
that either of the communities is necessarily better."
^ Andrew Futey, 20, is the national president of the
Federation of Ukrainian Student Organizations of
America (SUSTA). He spent part of the week in Dearborn attending the convention as an observer. His
father, Bohdan Futey, was a delegate.
"My greatest concern had to do with the lack of
youth involvement in the UNA," said Mr. Futey in an
interview after the convention. "This issue is something which the organization has to look into."
Mr. Futey said he was pleased that Alex Chudolij,
the 28-year-old UNA district committee chairman
from Rhode Island, was elected as an advisor. "But we
still need additional young voices within the decisionmaking structure," he added.
^ "Generally, I was disappointed in what we aecomplishedatthe UNA convention," said Taras Szmagala
Sr., a veteran member of the UNA Supreme Assembly
from Cleveland. "We really have to take a look at how
our conventions are structured in terms of discussing
policy and major changes."
Mr. Szmagala said UNA conventions are
hamstrung by the fact that they provide little opportunity for delegates to undertake serious consideration
of badly needed changes.
(Cohtinued on page 10) ` `-`` '--`'Пі```'```

Among participants at the UNA convention were: (from left) Taras Szmagala Sr., Eugene Iwanciw, Myron Spolsky, Taras Szmagala Jr., Andrew Futey.

The Kuropases of Chicago:
three generations of UNA 'ers
by Marianna Liss
DEARBORN, Mich. — Stephen.
Myron and Stephen Kuropas
were three generations of UNA
members who attended the Ukrainian National Association's 31st
Regular Convention during the last
week of May.
Since the UNA's motto is "insurance plus," the Kuropases were
asked what the association has meant
in their lives.
Stephen Kuropas, Myron Kuropas's father, now 86 years old, remembered that in 1927 when he came
to America, the UNA was like a
"Ukrainian embassy" in the U.S. He
related that after the Ukrainians lost
their struggle with Poland and the

USSR there were no jobs, nothingfor
Ukrainian veterans. He said, "We
had to go any place they'd take us —
lucky for us America did."
He futher explained that the UNA
was supporting the fight for freedom
(in the 1920s), and because of that,
most Ukrainian veterans joined the
organization when they came to the
United States. "The UNA was supporting us financially and morally;
they did not finance it (the war), but
they did help financially."
Myron Kuropas, supreme vicepresident of the UNA said the UNA
was the pre-eminent organization in
the Ukrainian community: "UNA
branches were organized before the
churches were built; then the UNA
branches helped to build the chur-

ches. The UNA was involved in
cultural projects, church societies,
the Enlightenment (Prosvita) groups,
books were printed, reading rooms
were organized."

Eventually, because Stephen Kuropas was a member of the UNA,
Myron Kuropas joined the UNA
24 years ago, after spending some
(Continued on page 13)

Three generations of UNA'ers, Myron, Stephen and Stephen Kuropas, at the
convention.
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Memo to dads
In the family, the father somehow seems to be relegated to a second-class
position — a status he clearly does not deserve. Somehow, it is the mother
who seems to receive the bulk of the attention.
Far be it for us to try, in this small space, to figure out the reasons for this
inequitable phenomenon, much less its societal implications. No, our goal is
much simpler: to give dads their due on their special day. Father's Day.
Sure it's the mother who carries and gives birth to a couple's children. But
who's there with the much-needed and constant support? And the father is
just as proud and loving a parent as the mother.
Just watch the expression on a young father's face when his newborn first
smiles at him, or when his baby becomes a toddler, taking his or her first steps
right into his arms. Watch his eyes light up when his son displays a "natural
ability" for sports by throwing his first ball.
Try to understand how his heart aches at the thought of his little girl
growing up and, yes, going on dates. It's dad who wants desperately to protect
her forever, yet he realizes that the time is near when this will become
impossible.
Dad is the one who, even in the most modern family, feels the pressure of
being a good provider for the children, He's the one who'll no doubt make
plans on how to give the kids a solid education and get them through college.
And, even with all that taken care of, dad will worry about the future.
Then, once dad becomes a grandpa he can relax somewhat, enjoy the
grandkids and give them all the love he gave their mother or father.

Today, on Father's Day, Dear Dads, please, slow down a bit, sit back and
, ^^on^all^the^oy^yQuyegiv.en and received. For this is the most precious
part of being "a father. ^
Your children, too, are aware of this bounty of love, though it seems they
demonstrate their awareness only once a year.
For ail of them, to all of you, we say a few simple, yet profound words:
Thank you ... for everything.

Statement of Ukrainian veterans
Тђе^ struggle Jorjiuman rights, шфуі4ца1^^.^аПопа1. : 4щцЦу and
freedom^the struggle ag;airist tyranny and oppression, is regarded in the entire
history of humanity as the most noble and just cause.
The Ukrainian nation has endured oppressors and fought against them for
centuries. In this battle it has suffered tremendous losses. The famine of 193233 which was imposed on Ukraine by the Russian imperialist clique resulted
in millions of innocent victims. World War II unleashed by Nazi Germany
was largely fought on Ukrainian territories and brought with it death,
starvation and suffering to millions of Ukrainians, Jews and other peoples
inhabiting these lands.
beaten into submission. Led by the
;да
Шгаігіїап Supreme Liberation Council, under revolutionary slogans
"Freedom for Nations — Freedom for Individuals," the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army and Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists, fought both imperialist
aggressors, the Russian Communists and the German Nazis with great
tenacity, at tremendous odds, and with no outside support. This armed
revolutionary struggle continued well into the 1950s.
In recent times the Kremlin bosses have started new campaigns of lies and
intimidation against the Ukrainian diaspora of the free world. Entire
communities as well as individual leaders have become targets of this
slanderous campaign. With total disregard for two facts, the Ukrainian
revolutionary underground is being indiscriminately labelled as racist, fascist
and anti-semitic in orientation. In connection with the recent, completely
justified search for war criminals in Western countries, the Soviet
disinformation campaign succeeded in creating an impression that all antiCommunist Ukrainians are former Nazi collaborators. Western media in
reporting uncritically these blanket accusations played unwittingly into the
hands of the Kremlin peddlers of suspicion, hatred and lies.
We, former members of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, reject totally these
unfounded accusations couched in the langauge of "collective responsibility"
so dear to all totalitarians. We call on all people of good will to demand an end
to this defamatory campaign against the Ukrainians and other East
Europeans who reside in the countries of the free world.
-The former Nazis are paying their just due for their policy of genocide. We
support just punishment for war criminals found guilty in a fair trial. We
strongly feel that the Russian Communist war criminals should likewise be
punished for their black deeds against humanity. World public opinion
should be informed about their policies of oppression and genocide.
We, former members of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, have undertaken
to document the recent revolutionary struggle of the Ukrainian people. In the
last several years we have published 12 volumes of the "Litopys UPA" (The
Chronicle of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army) which presents this struggle in
an objective, scholarly fashion. Some 40 more volumes are being prepared for
publication. We stand ready to help anyone with information on these highly
complex issues, we also ask for your help and support so that we may bring
this important undertaking to a successful conclusion.
We stand on the side of truth, and we believe that in the end the truth shall
prevail.
Association of Former Members
Society of Veterans of
of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army
the Ukrainian Insurgent Army
of USA and Canada
of USA and Canada
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Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

A profile in courage
When John F. Kennedy wrote his
best-selling book "Profiles in Courage"
in 1955, he defined courage as "the most
admirable of human virtues," a rare
quality that elevates individuals above
private interest and propels them to
work on behalf of a higher good...even
when it means great personal risk and
sacrifice.
Kennedy profiled the lives of eight
United States senators, all of whom demonstrated courage at different times in
their lives and during different periods
in American history. Kennedy's
purpose in writing the book was clear.
"A nation which has forgotten the
quality of courage which in the past has
been brought to public life," he wrote,
"is not as likely to insist upon or reward
that quality in its chosen leaders today."
How true. We get the kind of leadership we deserve. And the kind of leadership we deserve depends upon the kind
of leadership we reverence. If we honor
courage, sacrifice and honesty in our
leaders, we will inspire them to emulate
those virtues. If we believe our leaders
should "go along in order to get along,"
we will be led by unprincipled and selfserving demagogues who bow to public
pressure and advance politically only as
they'placate, appease and seduce the
uninformed and fickle masses.
"The decisive consideration is not
whether the proposition is good," wrote
Walter Lippmann in describing the way
the U.S. Senate often operates, "but
whether it is popular — not whether it
will work well and prove itself, but
whether the active-talking constituents
like it immediately."

he often said, "as long as they share our
goals. We will maintain our independence, however, because we need the
flexibility and the ability to act quickly
and decisively which is made possible
only by our present organizational
framework."
Cooperation was not always easy,
however, especially when other, selfanointed Ukrainian "voices in Washington" began to openly criticize Ihor
Olshaniwsky for his efforts on behalf of
the Ukrainian Famine Commission bill.
Distressed over the fact that AHRU's
efforts were hampered somewhat by
two other Ukrainian famine resolutions
in the Senate (a development which
made it easy for some senators to refuse
support for any of them on the pretext
that our community really didn't know
what it wanted), Ihor persevered. "We
will win," he kept saying when many of
us were ready to throw in the towel. "We
will win because we have worked very
hard and very long, and justice is on our
side."

Realizing that the Ukrainian American human-rights movement was a
dying ember in the wake of the Valenty n
Moroz debacle, Mr. Olshaniwsky helpecf found and became the first president
of Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine (AHRU) in 1980. Starting
from scratch, AHRU soon provided the
spark needed to re-ignite the humanrights flame among Ukrainian Americans. Described by The Ukrainian
Weekly correspondent Anisa H.
Sawyckyj as "one of the most unique
organizations to be found in the Ukrainian American community," AHRU
appealed to a variety of concerned
Ukrainian Americans, and AHRU
chapters were soon springing up all over
the United States. Criticized for not
subordinating his organization to one
of our two umbrella organizations, Ihor
courageously steered his own course,
caretully avoiding conflict with both the
U ACC and the UCCA. "We will cooperate with all Ukrainians of good will,"

you doing this," he was asked.
"Demjanjuk is too hot an issue for
AHRU to tackle. Let someone else do
it. Just sit back on your laurels and
relax." But Ihor didn't relax. For the
next eight months he traveled around
the United States warning the Ukrainian American community about the
danger of KGB evidence infiltrating the
American judicial process and reminding all of us of the right of Mr. Demjanjuk to a fair trial. As in the past, our
community responded to Mr.
Olshaniwsky's courage, raising thousands of defense dollars in the process.
As I reflect on the many accomplishments of Ihor Olshaniwsky some
40 days after his utimely death, I am
reminded of the words of President
Andrew Jackson who said, "one man
with courage makes a majority."That is
the effect Ihor had on all of us, and that
is how we as a community should
remember and honor the man and his
valor.

Mr. Olshaniwsky never accepted
defeat and in the end his dream of a
Ukrainian famine commission became
a reality. In a letter to Ihor's bereaved
family and friends, Sen. Bill Bradley (DN.J.), Senate sponsor of the famine bill,
wrote: "The commission which held its
first meeting recently, exists largely because of the efforts of Ihor Olshaniwsky."
But Ihor's victory, so long in coming
and so painstakingly won, was
bittersweet. Many of us wanted Ihor to
become the commission director and if
not that, at least a public member.
The Ukrainian American community There was no one who deserved those
does not have a Senate, of course, but positions more. We lobbied on his bewe do have public figures, people who half but to no avail. Lesser men, some
for a variety of different reasons are members of our own community,
perceived as leaders. Many are, like conspired against both appointments
their American counterparts, well- and Ihor lost. But his courage premeaning but mediocre. Occasionally, vented him from bemoaning his fate. He
however, we are blessed with a leader quickly forgave his detractors and
with courage, a person who stands moved on to other, more important
above the crowd and not only tells us causes. His brave heart may have been
what has to be done but shows us how to broken physically, but spiritually it was
in the best of health.
do it.
Such a man was the late Ihor
Last summer Mr. Olshaniwsky's
Olshaniwsky. And if there was one courage prevailed again when he and
virtue he demonstrated in abundance, it AHRU launched a legal defense fund
was courage.
on behalf of John Demjanjuk. "Why are
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Deputy defense secretary: survival of freedom hinges on America's strength
The following is a transcript of an
address delivered on May 29 by William
H. Taft IV, deputy secretary of defense,
at the 31st UNA Convention in Dearborn, Mich.
Thank you very much for that warm
welcome. It is my privilege to offer you
the sincere best wishes of the vicepresident for yet another successful
convention. The vice-president regrets
very much not being able to be with you
today, as he has been at earlier conventions. But I have to say that his misfortune is my good fortune and welcome
the opportunity to address you this
morning.
Believe me, speaking to a friendly
audience with such a long history of
strong support for America's defense
programs is a pleasure, and unfortunately a rare pleasure, especially since we
are now in the middle of the annual
Congressional debate over the defense
budget. This is also a real privilege
because few audiences are as familiar as
this one with the reason we need a
strong defense. You, more than most of
you fellow Americans, understand the
moral, political, the ideological chasm
that divides the United States and the
government that now rules the land of
your ancestors. You have heard stories
told by your family and friends about
how the Soviet Union makes servants
out of free nations, and you know just
how important America's defense
strength is to the survival of freedom
and the protection of liberty.
You are also a very special audience
because in you — Americans of Ukrainian ancestry — the American spirit is
strengthened by the heritage of the

Kozaks of Ukraine.
Americans and Ukrainians are, I
believe, very much alike. We share a
great deal: a fierce independence; an
indomitable nature that thrives in our
free society and cannot be broken; and
an unyielding commitment to the nobility of the individual.
We also share a common legacy from
our forefathers — an unstinting dedication to the principles upon which this
nation was founded. Even before Americans fought for liberty and independence in 1776, the Kozaks had led their
countrymen to freedom. It is indeed
hard for me to envision a more corn-

kinsmen in the United States, and they
see the proof of their convictions. They
see you and all Americans living in
freedom, prosperity and peace —
masters of your own government, not
servants to it. And they know that their
desire for freedom is worthwhile.
Unfortunately, there are some in the
West who have not heeded the lessons
that are evident in the history of the
Ukrainian people. There are some who
would have us believe that there is no
moral difference between the Soviet
Union and the United States. I doubt
that any of these misguided people are
of Ukrainian heritage.

dented disaster. Later, this same government even refused aid that was
proferred by many Western nations to
these people affected.
How different the situation was
when a far lesser danger was raised at
Three Mile Island. If anything, Americans and people around the world were
overinformed. Information flowed
through the news media, and government assistance was promptly dispatched. Then, as you all know, the
ceaseless series of public investigations
began and continued. With public
confidence and safety at stake, no
secrets were kept, everything was shared
and people were given the information
to assess the situation for themselves.
... Ukrainians and Americans both threaten the
The contrast between the United
Kremlin's plans to subjugate free people around States and the Soviet Union also extends to our relationships with allies —
the globe.
as you well know. We in the United
States enter mutual protection agreepatible union than the freedom-loving,
The evidence before us today is ments with friendly governments; agreesacrificing people of these two bounty- unmistakable. We need look no farther ments that are freely and openly deladen lands — the United States and than the unfortunate events at the bated both in this country and with our
Chornobyl nuclear power plant, located allies, among their governments. The
Ukraine.
But most important of all, Ukrai- in Ukraine, for a poignant example of Soviets, however, seek only to use their
nians and Americans both threaten the the differences between our society and satellites for self-protection and, in
Kremlin's plan to subjugate free people the society imposed on its people by the return, guarantee only that the rulers of
Soviet leadership.
around the globe.
satellite states will be safe from their
Ukraine, with its bustling industry
In the aftermath of that horrible own people, although hot Џіїкуї sajfe
and rich farmlands, is still the home of a accident, the West was completely from the Soviets. Tfte invasion of
fiercely independent people who refuse uninformed by Moscow of the dan- Afghanistan, Soviet adventurism in the
to succumb to their Russian masters. It gerous winds sweeping over the plain third world, and Moscow's support for
is the home of a people whose resistance from the east. The Soviet peoples — in renegade states terrorizing the innocent
to Soviet domination reached heroic Kiev and elsewhere — likewise went throughout the world offer clear and
proportions — a people who could not about their daily routines ignorant of an unmistakable evidence that people who
be broken by merciless starvation and unfolding tragedy. An insecure and love and care about freedom and peace
the killing of some 7 million of its people arrogant government — mindful of still have a great deal to worry about in
under Stalin during the 1930s.
Lenin's caution that a government this world.
And today Ukrainians look to you should not "allow itself to be criticized" .
That, of course; is why I am h r e today.
f
people at this convention, to their — refused to acknowledge ah tiiiprece^
(Continued on page " ljf л

Kiev consul designate: Chornobyl disaster frustrates American relatives
Address by William H. Courtney,
chief-designate, Kiev Advance Party,
delivered before the Ukrainian bar and
medical associations of America in
Philadelphia on May 24.
On April 26 an explosion at the
Chornobyl atomic power station signaled the worst nuclear reactor accident
in history. Most Soviet citizens did not
learn of it until days later, after Sweden
and Finland had detected unexplained
radiation and queried the Soviet government. After initial obfuscation the
Soviet government tersely admitted the
accident, but said nothing about the
extent of danger. So a it was clear that
a disaster had occu red. It has pro- foundly touched Americans having
roots in Ukraine and Byelorussia. Many
have relatives and friends living in the
regions directly affected by radioactivity. These Americans were stricken
with grief about the danger to loved
ones, frustrated by difficulties in contacting or sending aid to them, and
angered by the early dissembling of
authorities.
Americans quickly pledged help for
the victims. The U.S. government
offered humanitarian and technical aid.
American voluntary organizations and
citizens did as well. Soviet authorities
rebuffed most of these gestures, but
through Armand Hammer they did
invite the assistance of Dr. Robert Gale
and his associates. We are all glad and
proud that an American medical team
was able to help. All Americans sympathize with the victims and their
families, and we remain ready to help in
any way we can.
A combination of events — a power
surge in the reactor core, an explosion,
and a fierce fire that spread to the core
— led to the release into the atmos-

phere of enormous amounts of radio- will be years before the full consequenactivity. Some of it was released sud- cies are manifested. They will become
denly. Additional large amounts were publicly known only if credible medical
released over a period of more than a data are released. In this respect I would
week. Radioactive particulates and note that American and Soviet medical
gases were carried through the at- teams have been consulting to develop a
mosphere by winds. Beginning at the means to monitor, on a long-term basis,
reactor site itself, most of the particulate persons potentially exposed to radiofell to the earth in Ukraine and Byelo- activity from Chornobyl. The American
russia. Smaller amounts drifted to team believes an understanding on this
Eastern Europe, the Baltics, the Rus- has now been reached.
sian republic, Scandinavia and elseWe can, however, draw some tentawhere.
tive conclusions. The early, thickest
At the station the powerful explosion clouds of radioactive emissions appear
and fire caused casualties among emer- not to have descended directly on the
gency personnel. Blast and heat effects most populated areas near the reactor
harmed those in the immediate vicinity site, such as the cities of Pripyat and
of the reactor. Radioactivity was swept Chornobyl. This is fortunate. Neverinto the sky by the plume of a raging theless, even the less urbanized areas of
fire. Activity levels may have reached the region contained tens of thousands
hundreds or thousands of Roentgens of people. Soviet statements seem to
per hour around the station. Close by suggest that evacuations began only 36
the early contamination could have hours after the explosion of April 26.
reached tens and hundreds of Roent- Soviet statements also indicate that
gens per hour, with higher levels down- some areas within the 18-mile zone
around the reactor were not evacuated
wind.
The extent of casualties from radio- until over a week after the explosion.
active fallout will depend on several Soviet authorities say over 90,000
factors, including the direction and people were evacuated from the stricken
speed of winds, the concentrations of area.
One can conclude, therefore, that
radioactive particles falling to the earth,
and how many people were exposed and perhaps tens of thousands of people
for how long. The food chain within were exposed to varying and in many
miles of the reactor site will be con- cases significant amounts of radioactitaminated, and cropland recovery will vity. According to press reports, Dr.
require significant effort. The Soviets Gale has said that about 50,000 to
have not yet made public data on the 100,000 persons potentially have doses
amount of radioactivity released or the of radiation which may be of long-term
extent of contamination. They have concern. Such large numbers do not
indicated, however, that they are send- seem implausible. The continuation of
ing some data to the International some normal activities a short distance
from the Chornobyl station in the first
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
The U.S. government lacks precise days after the explosion suggests that
knowledge of casualties and deaths. early warnings to the local populace
Because of latent effects, such as the were at best selective.
Most people in the path of the fallout
risks of cancer for exposed persons, it

beyond the 18-mile radius may have had
little warning until the terse statement
three days after the explosion. Initially,
people had to rely on foreign radio
broadcasts for news of the accident and
of health precautions that could be
taken. Thus, the Voice of America,
Radio Liberty and Radio Free Europe
played valuable roles.
The record of the Voice of America is
illustrative. On April 28 at 8 p.m. Kiev
time, VOA informed listeners in Ukraine that increased levels of radiation
had been found in Sweden, which led to
suspicions there of nuclear leakage from
the USSR. The next VOA broadcast
specifically to Ukraine, at 5 a.m. the
next morning, opened with a report that
there had been a serious accident at
Chornobyl, but details were few. All
VOA news programs since then have
carried detailed news as it has unfolded,
information on medical and scientific
aspects, round-ups of U.S. press stories
on Chornobyl, reports of VOA correspondents in Europe, and statements of
concern and offers of help by leaders of
the Ukrainian American community.
An informal "word-of-mouth" system helped spread the news from
foreign radios and from people living
near Chornobyl. In contrast to the years
of the 1932-33 famine, there is today in
the Soviet Union a rebirth of community. People are less scared to talk, and
more educated and demanding of their
rulers. Soviet leaders no longer face an
atomized and submissive society. This
may be especially true in Ukraine. Thus,
the news of Chornobyl seems to have
spread in days to wide segments of
Soviet society, causing disquiet. Not
surprisingly, several days after the first
news from foreign radios, officials
began to reveal more details of the
(Continued on page 12)
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neighbors

by Helene Sanko
299) offered an overview of the development of Ukrainian society from tribal
CLEVELAND — John Carroll Uni- times to the present. Students examined
versity is a Catholic Jesuit University lo- various aspects of Ukrainian culture,
cated at University Heights, a suburb of literature and art forms. Virtually every
Cleveland. It consists of a College of aspect of human endeavor in the geoArts and Sciences, of a School of Busi- graphical entity under study which have
ness and a Graduate School.
contributed to Ukrainian culture and
ТЋе university was founded in 1886 in system of values, constituted the matter
the near West Side of Cleveland and of this course which was taught in
was known as St. Ignatius College but English.
in 1923, the college moved to University
Material was presented in lectureHeights and changed its name to John discussion type classes with use of
Carroll University.
newspaper articles, excerpts of literature,
Since the beginnings of John Carroll slides, films, videocassettes and other
University and the beginnings of the relevant realia such as maps, artifacts
Ukrainian community in Cleveland can and records. Students had the opportube traced to the same neighborhood nity to read, for the first time, Ukrainian
(College Street, Professor Street) and to literature in translation and compare
ІіЯіі
the same decade (1880s), it is only fitting two pieces with their interpretation in a
I Michael Stecewycz
that the university should celebrate its film production.
Hie class of "Focus on Ukraine," a course offered at John Carroll University, with
centennial by recognizing the presence
Among the complete literary works bandurist Katia Dolbin and course instructor Dr. Helene Sanko (front row, far
of its ethnic neighbors, the Ukrainians. read by students during the semester
right).
The Classical and Modern Lan- were: "The Tale of Ihor," "My Destiny"
guages Department of John Carroll and "Kateryna" by Taras Shevchenko, Katia Dolbin, a John Carroll University Church of Ss. Peter and Paul, they marstudent
who
presented
a
lecture
on
the
veiled at one of the oldest iconostases in
University, in the scope of its "Inter- "Short Stories" ("The Pencil," "The
cultural Perspectives Courses" known Skeepskin Coat," "The Constitution for Ukrainian School of Bandura Music in the United States. In Parma, a western
Cleveland
in
performed
on
her
bansuburb of Cleveland, at the newly built
to the students as the Modern Lan- Pigs") by Ivan Franko, "Hard Times"
guages 111,112 and 299 courses, offered by Ostap Vyshnia, "Earth" by Alex- dura, and the warm welcome the group St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Cathereceived during its tour of "Ukrainian dral students had the opportunity to
in the fall of 1985, a three-credit-hours ander Dovzhenko (script and film),
Cleveland."
familiarize themselves with Byzantine
course titled "Focus on Ukraine" (ML "Stone Cross "by Vasyl Stefanyk (short
The tour of Ukrainian Cleveland architecture, especially Ukrainian-type
299).
story and film).
domes.
At the Ukrainian Orthodox
lasted four hours. Students visited
During the past 10 years, Ukraine
"Focus on Ukraine" offered also an
was one of the countries examined con- overview of the development of Ukrai- Ukrainian landmarks in Cleveland. The Church of St. Vladimir, students recurrently with countries like Japan, nian community in the United States of first stop on the itinerary was at the ceived a detailed explanation of the
France, Italy, Germany, Spain, Mexico, America. Two major videocassettes Ukrainian National Garden established visual art of the highly artistic 23-footthe Scandinavian countries, Czechoslo- helped American students understand in 1940 where sculptures by Alexander high iconostasis — the work of Ukraivakia and China, in ML 111-ML112 Ukrainians in America: "Ukrainian Archipenko and Michael Czerezniow- nian artists Serhij Makarenko, Nadia
courses. Usually three countries were Christmas," a series of vignettes on sky were to be seen. Unfortunately, only Somko; with woodcarving by Dmytro
examined during each semester and 12 Ukrainian life in Philadelphia in 1976 the statue of Lesia Ukrainka by Mr. Kohutich. Finally, at the Byzantine
lectures, were devoted to each country. and the bicentennial television produc- Czerezniowsky survives. All the other Catholic Church of St. Eugene in BedM b I Friectures covered Ukraine`$ geo- tion "An Eye on the Ukrainians" which statues have been vandalized and no ford, a southern suburb of Cleveland,
students compared the modern iconography, history, literature and culture, explained the Legacy" of the Ukrainian longer exist.
stasis and sanctuary by Michael Dmyand ML 112 lectures covered the contri- people (Part I) and their "Search for
However at the Ukrainian Museum
butions of Ukrainians to American Identity" (Part II). Films by Slavko — Archives Inc. on Kenilworth Ave- trenko to the one studied in class, that of
St. Sophia's in Kiev.
heritage.
Nowytski such as "Pysanka," "Sheep in nue, the group was able to admire the
"Focus on Ukraine" was a salute to Wood," and "Leo Мої" gave students original plaster statues of Taras ShevThe course was taught by Dr. Helene
the Ukrainian community in the United the opportunity to discover Ukrainian chenko and Ivan Franko by Archi- N. Sanko, associate professor of French
States and especially to the Ukrainians art work from start to finish and to penko, preserved to this day thanks to who teaches French language, literature
in Cleveland. "Focus on Ukraine"(ML become familiar with outstanding U- the care of the veteran volunteers of the and culture in the Classical and Modern
museum.
krainian artists.
Languages Department of John Carroll
Students were impressed by the hold- University. In the 1970s she had iniContacts with the Cleveland Ukrainian Community were instrumental in ings of the Cleveland Ukrainian Mu- tiated the lectures on Ukraine (ML 111)
the development of this course. There seum and commented on the fact that and Ukrainians in America (ML 112)H
were two major events during the Ukrainians in Cleveland have a wonder- and developed the independent course
^ The Ukrainian Museum was con- semester for which all participants in ful research center in their own back- ML 299: "Focus on Ukraine" in conjunction with the celebration of the
tacted recently by the producer of ABC- this course wish to thank the Ukrainian yard awaiting scholars.
At the Ukrainian Byzantine Catholic centennial of John Carroll University.
TV (Channel 7) "Eyewitness News" to community in Cleveland: the visit of
assist in filming the Ukrainian community of New York to be profiled on the
series on New York's ethnic groups
titled "At Liberty's Door."
This in-depth segment, which was
aired on Wednesday, May 14, was filmed throughout the Lower East Side and
featured the museum, Surma Book A
Music Co., St. George School and St.
George Ukrainian Catholic Church, as
well as preparations for the Ukrainian
Festival which was to be held on East
Seventh Street on May 16-18. There
were also exterior views of the Ukrainian National Home, being rebuilt from
the fire of a year ago, Veselka and the
Ukrainian Restaurant, and other Ukrainian owned businesses.
The segment also included interviews
with the Rev. Patrick Paschak, Attorney Stephen Yarema, Myron Surrnach Sr., and Lydia Hajduczok of The
Ukrainian Museum, who also acted as a
guide for the television crew during the
filming.
^ Maria Shust, director of The
Ukrainian Museum, has been invited to
take part in a panel titled "Bilingual Education in Museums: Different Perspectives" during the annual meeting of the
American Association of Museums to
be held at the New York Hilton Hotel
on June 8-12. The museum has been a
member of AAM for the past six years.
Students at St. Eugene Byzantine Catholic Church in Bedford, Ohio. The iconostasis and sanctuary are by Michael
(Continued on page 14)
Dmytrenko.
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SUSK goes to Parliament Hill for action on w a r crimes inquiry
sals that would send Canadians convict- Hill, the students spent a full two days ganizers tried to make sure that each
ed of war crimes to trials in Israel or the ensconced in a half-renovated down- lobbyist knew as much as possible
OTTAWA — Searching for ways to Soviet Union.
town hotel learning how to establish an about the politicians' biographical and
^ In order to "avoid the pitfalls of affinity with the public policy-makers. personal backgrounds.
make positive contributions toward the
shaping of government policy and selective justice" SUSK demanded that
The rest of the time was spent pouring
taking a more active role in the nation's the legal definition of war crimes be free
over briefing materials provided by the
Weekend sessions
business, a group of about 40 Ukrainian of any "political or ethnic connotation"
organizers of the lobby trek. Students
students descended on Parliament Hill in Canada. In short, the students deMyron Spolsky, the executive direc- were seen in their hotel rooms and in the
on May 26-28 to talk to members of manded that the definition of war tor of the Alberta branch of the Ukrai- corridors studiously reading reprinted
Parliament and senators about the criminals should not be limited to nian Canadian Committee and a former articles on war criminals from the Los
investigation of war criminals in Cana- Nazis.
SUSK president, instructed the stu- Angeles Times, SUSK policy papers,
da.
# The students oppose the creation of dents on the policy-making process and and statements issued by the UCC.
The students, who came from as far a Canadian version of the U.S. Justice pressure politics. On Saturday after- Hastily arranged tours of Parliament
away as British Columbia and the Department's Office of Special Investi- noon, presentations were given on the Hill were given to students in order to
Yukon Territory at the expense of the gations, whose assiduous and often - war criminals issue and lobbying by familiarize the group with the location
Ukrainian Canadian Committee, said criticized pursuit of alleged war crimi- House of Commons staffer Alex of members' offices.
they came to the Canadian capital for nals has led to the denaturalization Dashko, and former aide to Tory MP
On Sunday a series of "role-playing"
two reasons: to learn about the techni- and I or deportation of 19 Americans.
sessions was staged. Groups of students
Andrew Witer, Nadia Diakun.
Rather than establish a new investiques of lobbying, and to inform federal
Detailed background information on roamed through the hotel on their way
legislators of their community's con- gative unit, SUSK advised the govern- each Parliamentarian was provided to to staged meetings with various "Cabicerns about how the government is con- ment to grant new powers to the exist- each lobbying team — ordinarily con- net ministers" — students who pretendducting its 15-month-old inquiry on war ing War Crimes Task Force of the sisting of about four students. ТЋе or{Continued on page 11)
Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
criminals.
Their lobbying trek, preceeded by "There is no need for introducing new
two full days of lectures and panel dis- investigative structures to supplement
cussions, was organized by the Ukrai- or replace existing ones," SUSK said.
^ The students' fourth proposal was
nian Canadian Students' Union
(SUSK) which received a $10,000 grant perhaps the one at greatest variance
for the project earlier this year from the with the position of the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee, the WinnipegUCCs Civil Liberties Commission.
Before it was time to go home, the based central organization of Ukraistudents, most of whom have never nians in Canada. The UCC — which has
opened a political science textbook, had come under fire by community leaders
briefed more than 100 MPs, senators, more than once for espousing outdated
and Parliamentary staffers on some of policies — has urged the government to
the deeply felt concerns of the 1500- proscribe the use of Soviet-supplied evidence and testimony by the Deschenes
member student organization.
Indeed, by the close of Parliament on Commission. The students, along with
May 28, according to project organizer other Ukrainian community groups,
Chrystyna Chudczak, there were few have acknowledged the commission's
politicians in Ottawa who were not 1985 decision to accept evidence from
behind the Iron Curtain, and in light of
familiar with the students1 concerns.
that decision, they urge the government
Michael Bociurkiw
to subject any Soviet evidence or testiHouse of Commons statement
mony to "rigorous scrutiny." The UCC SUSK lobbyists deliberate policy options in hotel suite. From left: Mark KopkiMr
Yukon;
Neil
Lalach3ritish
Columbia;
Zenko
Waschuk,
Ontario;
Daria
Skidaniuk,
To the surprise of most of the neo- meanwhile, is still calling upon Judge
Ontario,
phyte lobbyists, their three-day lobby- Deschenes to revise his terms of refeing trek was lauded during an afternoon rence in regard to Soviet evidence and
sitting of the House of Commons on testimony.
"In view of recent Soviet non-comMay 27 by Liberal MP John Nunziata
— a Toronto representative who met piiance with Deschenes'safeguards, the
with a group of SUSK lobbyists the pre- Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union
strongly urges all safeguards to be envious day.
"1 should like to indicate how im- forced,'" the students said in reference to
pressed 1 was with their dedication and the Soviet Embassy's recent release of
commitment," Mr. Nunziata told his the names of two Canadians suspected
colleagues in the House of Commons. of committing Nazi war crimes.
The students themselves are the first
Mr. Nunziata added: "I should like to
express my support for these young to admit that the efficacy of their
lobbying
may, in fact, have little or no
Canadians and urge my colleagues to
take time to meet with them to discuss impact on the shaping of public policy.
this important issue. They have a lot of
offer, and they ought to be listened to by
Role of MPs
members."
Later that same afternoon, the young
In Canada, it is widely recognized
lobbyists were again mentioned in a that the basic function of a member of
statement by London, Ont., MP Terry Parliament is negligible. Most of the
Clifford.
policy-making powers at the federal A lobbying team poses on the steps of the Parliament Buildings before meetings
level are concentrated in the hands of 30 with MPs. From left: Greg Naciuk, British Columbia; Daria Skidaniuk, Ontario;
SUSK policy position
to 40 people who constitute the Cabinet,
Lydia Hawryshkiw, Manitoba; Greg Blysniuk, Ontario.
and especially in the hands of the prime
The Parliamentarians who met with minister.
the students were briefed on four major
With most of the decision-making
concerns that SUSK had prioritized powers delegated to the Cabinet, MPs
after weeks of consultation with UCC — and especially backbenchers — are
officials, SUSK members, and other taken much less seriously than U.S.
community leaders. The concerns were congressmen or senators.
outlined in a SUSK communique as
"Approaching backbenchers is politifollows.
cally futile because they have almost no
# Besides blasting the Canadian authority and consequently little motimedia for its "irresponsible and defa- vation to go beyond mending the fences
matory" coverage of the federal inquiry, in their own constituencies," observed
SUSK, which represents affiliates in 14 University of Calgary political scientist
Canadian cities, expressed the need for John Woods.
But steadfast in their determination
"appropriate legislation" that would
prevent alleged war criminals from to make an impact on government
being tried outside of Canada. The policy — no matter how small — the
students said criminal proceedings on students resolutely and patiently exCanadian soil for war-crimes suspects is plained their thoughts to as many
"the only way to ensure that Canadian politicians as possible, including eight
standards of justice will be maintained." members of Prime' Minister Brian
Members Qk a lobbying іешт go over final points before a meeting. From left: John
Ukrainian community representatives Mulroney's Cabinet.
Samoil, Alberta; Patricia Yaremchuk, Ontario; Adrian Chomenko, Quebec.
Before setting foot onto Parliament
have expressed deep hostility to propoby Michael B. Bociurkiw
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to unifying the delegates, she said.
"We have to see ourselves as all members of the
UNA, not members of political parties," stated the 30(Continued from page 7)
Asked why he thought UNA conventions have year UNA member. "We're not getting better, we're
turned into a sea of grey-haired heads, Mr. Szmagala going down," she said, referring to the drop in UNA's
said the structure of electing delegates to the conven- membership since the last convention.
Another factor which concerned her was the lack of
tion may in fact prevent young people from getting involved. "WeVe got to make more of an effort to in- involvement of young people at the convention and on
the local level, but she maintained that they alone
volve young people," he said.
cannot be held responsible for this.
ь UNA Supreme Vice-President Myron Kuropas,
"Young people have tried to get into the establishwho shared his ruminations on the convention with ment, but today they won't win" because too many
The Weekly last week, said a major accomplishment older people want to retain their positions of power,
was a resolution which mandated the organization to she said. For the organization's survival, however, it is
undertake a demographic study of the Ukrainian imperative to encourage the involvement of young
American population with special emphasis on the 18- people.
40 age group.
"1 thought this convention would be unified because
"This is a very significant resolution," Dr. Kuropas of Chornobyl, that we would smarten up and (realize)
said, "because it will provide us with a much better we have to go down one path... and stick together, go
understanding of where this group lives and what its as one family. But this didn't unite us," the secretary
needs are." He added that the UNA has few members said.
that fall within the age group that will be examined by
^ This wasTaras Szmagala Jr.'s first UNAconventhe study.
tion. While Mr. Szmagala, who was an observer at the
"We have a bi-modal membership: the two groups proceedings, said he enjoyed the convention and
are aged 1-18 and 40 years old and over. We need to learned a lot about UNA policies, what troubled him
know more about the people who fall between these most during the convention were "the egos." Much
two groups. It's absolutely crucial that the executive more could have been achieved if people put their
move on this resolution as soon as possible."
personal ambitions aside and worked cohesively for
Dr. Kuropas noted that he was dismayed at Alex the good of the organization, he said. Along with this,
Chudolij's poor showing in the election. "I was Mr. Szmagala said he noticed some hostility between
dismayed that Alex won by only one vote," said Dr. those Ukrainians born in the U.S. and those who
Kuropas. "Here's a man that's a UNA district emigrated from Ukraine. He was particularly
committee chairman; he's well-known on the East dismayed at the political battle between UNA
Coast; and he's a representative of the young element." President John O. Flis and former president Joseph
Lesawyer for control of the UNA.
f)^o^irig4Q work hjard t q ^ t щоге younger people invoived in the UNA, Dr. Kuropas said a good place to
Mr. Szmagala said he was critical that more young
perk youth interest in the organization is by broaden- people didn't attend the convention and weren't ining the subscription base of The Ukrainian Weekly volved in UNA activities on the local level. Both young
among young people. He stressed the need for all and old are to blame for this, he said. On the one hand
members of the UNA to receive the English-language those in power are not quick to give up their positions.
publication.
But there is also a lack of interest on the part of many
young people.
^ A veteran member of the UNA who requested
"If young people can take an interest in the organianonymity voiced disappointment with the "caliber"
zation, it will survive, if not..."
pf the delegates at this convention,
,
1
%ѓ ^ Bandana Towpasz, 26, a junior accountant at the
UNA headquarters, went to the convention on official
business as an aide to Supreme Treasurer Ulana
reacted to certain issues," said the delegate, referring Diachuk. In her free time, she would sit in the convento the amount of support given to presidential con- tion hall and listen to the proceedings. This garnered
tender Joseph Lesawyer following his "lousy" speech. an interest in UNA activities she had not previously
"It was just amazing to me that Lesawyer would pick felt, she said.
up so much support after what had happened."
"Being here, I see we do need all the help, all the
+ One branch secretary from New York who wished support we can get" to ensure the survival of the orto remain unnamed said she was disappointed in the ganization. Ms. Towpasz said she felt the delegates
convention and that it lacked direction and zest.
were unified, working for the good of the organiza"Nothing constructive was debated," she said, tion.
adding that too much time was spent on minor issues.
But she was concerned that more young people were
Politics between various factions was also detrimental

31st Convention given...
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not involved and that the younger generation, especially the professionals, need to be encouraged to get
involved.
"There is an age gap," she said.
^ Taras Maksymowich , who was re-elected a
supreme advisor, voiced several criticisms of the
convention.
"There has been a lot of factionalism," said the
American-born advisor. "They refer to it as 'partiyi'...
They have spent more time trying to resolve party
disagreements" than addressing larger issues like
UNA's financial future and lack of involvement by
younger people, the 40-year UNA member said.
It is the emphasis on politics which has turned off
younger generations, he said.
"I see kids getting lost. Their parents have scared
them off. There are those who have insisted о
instituting the political ideologies before being Ukrai
nian."
^ Michael Snihurowycz of New Haven, Conn.,
said that while he felt this convention was "good," not
enough young people attended it and the "elimination
of politics" would have benefitted the convention. Mr.
Snihurowycz said the UNA's priority must be to
encourage the involvement of young people in the organization's activities.
"Our people have to insist on that. That's our
future." While older members of the UNA are
reluctant to give up their power, it is necessary in order
to make the UNA a stronger organization, he said.
^ Ivan Pryhoda, secretary of Branch 200 in
Kerhonkson, N. Y., has been involved in the UNA for
the past 36 years. He has attended most of the conventions in that period and has seen many changes, mostly
positive, he said.
When people first came to the United States from
Ukraine, they had to work very hard, Mr. Pryhoda
said. The UNA provided moral and financial assistance. The organization has maintained that position
and has continued to meet the needs of many people in
terms of financial assistance for students, providing
insurance at low rates and retaining Soyuzivka, a
gathering place for many Ukrainians. And finally,
after 36 years of asking for them, the UNA will open
senior citizens facilities here.
The convention, and its format, has not changed
much in the past 36 years, Mr. Pryhoda said. "Only
this time, there was less arguing."

Addendum
In The Weekly's story about the banquet during the
Ukrainian National Association's 31st Convention in
Dearborn, Mich., we neglected to note that a letter of
best wishes from Metropolitan Mstyslav of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church was read during the evening.

UNA convention participants: (from left) Bohdana Towpasz, Myron Kuropas, Taras Maksymowich, Michael Snihurowycz, Ivan Pryhoda.

A UNA insurance policy is an investment in the Ukrainian community.
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UKRAINIAN SITCH SPORTS SCHOOL
An Unforgettable Learning Experience
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LEARNISOCCER, VOLLEYBALL S W I M M I N G or TENNIS FROM AN OUTSTANDING STAFF THAT HAS BEEN
HANDPICKED TO WORK WITH ALL AGES Д ABILITY GROUPS.
Place: "Verkhovyna" Resort, Glen Spey, N.Y. m When: July 2 7 - August 2 3 , 1 9 8 6
Ages — 6 - 1 7 ш "Sitch Sports Kindergarten" ages under 6
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Register now — Capacity is limited — For information write to:

Ukrainian Sitch Sports School
6 8 0 Sanford Avenu p Newark, N J
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BAYONNE
DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
Takes pleasure in announcing its association with

VADIM CHERNE, M. D.
in the practice of Dermatology.
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT Mon., Tues., Thurs. and Sat.
Speaks Russian Я Ukrainian.

851 Avenue C ^ Bayonne

339-6681
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SUSK goes...

(Continued from page 16)

(Continued from page 9)

efforts because we're in trouble," Mr.
Martynuk emphasizes. "How proud
can we and our children be of our
Ukrainian heritage when we constantly
read negative, unsubstantiated and
poorly researched, defamatory remarks
in the news media."
A barrage of recent headlines in The
New York Times, The Village Voice,
The Washington Post, and other major
media consistently bring up the issue of
Ukrainians as Nazis, collaborators, or
anti-Semites. "Writers, politicians, and
historians choose to disregard evidence
to the contrary," warned Natalie Sluzar,
president of The Washington Group.
"While our children will probably
learn about the Holocaust in school,
chances are that any reference made to
Ukrainians in this regard will be negative and defamatory," continued Ms.
Sluzar. "Halting such defamation of
our Ukrainian heritage, culture and
people is the single most significant
issue confronting Ukrainians of all ages
today, and we must begin to take this
challenge more seriously."
The only effective recourse seems to
be to mobilize all of the community's
resources and to combat the attacks
head on, according to Bohdan Vitvitsky, president of The Ukrainian American Professionals and Businesspersons.
"This can be done by attacking
all slander in an aggressive manner,
and by making sincere efforts
to secure historical evidence, eyewitness
accounts and documentation," said Mr.
Vitvitsky. "Only by challenging each
anti-Ukrainian remark and insinuation,
and by demanding an immediate correction, can we hope to turn this
situation around," emphasized Mr.
Vitvitsky. "And for this, the Ukrainian
community needs money."
Professional and business people
of Ukrainian background can begin by
showing solidarity and support for the
"Cruising by Moonlight" anti-defamation fund-raiser. All proceeds will be
forwarded to Americans for Human
Rights in Ukraine and the Ukrainian
National Center: History and Information Network.
"Cruising by Moonlight" will take
place Saturday, July 26, 6:30 to midnight aboard The "Andrew Fletcher"
which leaves from Pier 17, South Street
Seaport, Lower Manhattan. The evening (jackets required) will feature a
popular band, auction, live entertainment, dancing, hors d'ouevres and bar.
Parking is available. Donation is $75
per person; boat capacity is 400 persons.
Fur further information, call: Marta
Kolomayets, Ukrainian Institute of
America, (212) 288-8660.

ed they were members of the crown. The
purpose of the exercise was to expose
the lobbyists to a variety of situations
which they might encounter in a minister's or MP's office. One studentturned-Cabinet minister, for example,
materialized several minutes late for a
meeting, forcing the students to shorten
their presentation to just a few minutes.
Other so-called ministers interrupted
the students' presentation with probing
questions, and another cancelled a
meeting.
By the time the session was completed, the students were prepared to
handle almost any incident which might
have confronted them in their meetings.
On their second day of lobbying, May
27, the students held a press conference
for journalists in the National Press
Building, at which the SUSK position
was presented to a small group of
reporters covering the Deschenes Cornmission.
In what was considered one of the
most effective meetings of the entire
campaign, a small group of SUSK
officials met with the prime minister's
executive assistant and senior policy
advisor.
Organizers pleased with effort
Andrii Krawchuk, a Senate staffer,
said he was delighted with the students'
efforts. "A lot of them were extremely
bright, capable and quick to catch on
the issues," he said, adding that the

Give Your
Graduate
Credit. . .
with new
competitive-rate
U.S. Savings Bonds.
# High Market-Based
Interest
ш Guaranteed
Earnings
# Tax Benefits
о No Risk
# Plus Easy Payroll
Savings

A role-playing session on Sunday: students go through the motions in mock meeting with a "Cabinet minister."
Ukrainian community should increase "The students learned about teamwork,
its use of lobbying tactics.
and about themselves...how to listen,
What this campaign did was to subdue their egos and choose words
carefully."
publicize the concerns of the Ukrainian
Asked to evaluate the impact of the
community on Parliament Hill," Mr.
Krawchuk said. "The students showed lobbying effort on the government, Ms.
MPs that they are concerned Ukrai- Chudczak said: "In terms of thegovernnians...that they aren't foaming at the menfs perception of Ukrainians, it was
a pleasant surprise to them. Here was a
mouth over this issue."
Said SUSK organizer Helen Roroz group of young Ukrainian Canadian
after the lobbying trek: "The MPs were students who aren't radical, but have a
highly impressed with the students'pre- policy proposal that is understandable
sentations. The behavior of the students and credible. I think that in the end
was incredible. Everybody was well- SUSK went a long way in garnering the
respect of members of Parliament."
prepared to lobby the politicians."
Roman Dubcz^k; the ^
The two days of briefings and three
days of face-to-face lobbying were president of the organization, said in an
useful for the students because it helped interview: "We were able to get across
them "deal on an inter-personal and the image of Ukrainians as part of the
professional level with people they have mainstream, and SUSK as a viable
never met before," said Ms. Chudczak. political-interest group."
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Kiev consul...

Peacekeeper missiles needed will be
delivered soon. The small ICBM program is proceeding on schedule, and we
have made long-overdue investments in
the critical area of command, control
and communications of our strategic
systems.

(Continued front page 7)
All Americans must keep in mind the
plight of the Ukrainian people and the
lesson that history teaches about the
need for a strong defense. We have
learned the hard way that our freedom,
Our conventional forces were also the
the freedom of our allies, and world
peace depend critically on sufficient object of our strengthening. In addition
U.S. military strength to deny the to new munitions, like HARM missiles
Soviets a military advantage in pursuit that proved so effective against Sovietof their global ambitions.
built radars in the Gulf of Sidra. Our
Unfortunately, during the 1970s we Navy and Air Force now fly the world's
lost sight of that lesson. We let our best fighters and have more than twice
strength be disipated. We so severely as many modern missiles available to
underfunded our defense program that them than they did six years ago. Our
we were unable to simultaneously ground forces have an improved version
support and train personnel, purchase of the M-l tank and other new, more
sufficient munitions and parts for the dependable systems, including the
equipment they have, or to acquire the critical Bradley Fighting Vehicle. We
new hardware needed to counter the doubled our airlift capacity with imstill growing Soviet threat. You all provements to our fleet and the addition
know what happened as a result: of new cargo aircraft. Front-line airuniformed and civilian defense profes- crews and soldiers train more frequently
sionals left their posts and sought other and more realistically; and Navy ships
opportunities, aircraft and other sy- spend more time at sea. This list could
stems were frequently out of commission; too little funding for training and All Americans
must keep
fuel meant pilots did not get the opportunity to fly and train on the airplanes Ukrainian
people and
that they have to use to defend us, and
ships were kept tied up at the pier. And teaches about the need
more important, our security and the go on, but the point is made: clearly our
freedom of our allies were severely forces are more able today than they
placed at risk.
were in 1981.
But the American people would not
We have renewed America's armed
indefinitely allow their defenses to go forces and turned the corner on that
wanting. With the election of President decade of neglect. And most important,
Reagan and Vice-President Bush in we are more secure today. We have sent
1980, they demanded a restoration of a clear signal to our adversaries and
our nation's defense. We determined allies alike that we, as General Douglas
that we would then start to rebuild our MacArthur said, "are entitled to the
military strength. Congress endorsed blessings of freedom"...because we will
the p r e s і d e n t 's r e b u ПЙІп g p Ik ft and be "vigilant in its preservation and
provided the considerable resources vigorous in its defense."
necessary in the early years of this
administration. Improvements that had
But this rejuvenation of our defenses
indeed already begun in the final year of and restoration of security was no
the previous administration were ex- accident — no result of wishful thinking
panded and built upon; and we began or national will alone. Rather it results
recovering from what has been rightly from the larger defense budget rates in
called the decade of neglect for defense. effect since 1981. Still, the job is not yet
Our strategic deterrent has been done. Only continued support for
improving steadily. B-l bombers are defense budgets will maintain the
now being delivered to the Strategic Air momentum of our rebuilding effort and
Command — that's our first new stra- ensure our freedom in the future.
Unfortunately that task is getting
tegic bomber since the early 1960s.
Seven new Trident submarines have more and more difficult. The preoccubeen deployed. The first half of the 100 pation of Congress and others with the

Deputy defense...
(Continued from page 7)
accident and announce health precautions.
The decision to change the initial
approach may have been controversial.
For example, one Politburo member
visiting West Germany seemed to get
out ahead of spokesmen in Moscow in
disclosing new information.
The Soviet response to Chornobyl
has similarities with and contrasts to
Soviet actions following another recent
crisis, the tragic downing of Korean
Airlines flight 007.
In both pases Soviet authorities said
nothing until after foreign governments
had revealed indications of an event in
the USSR. In contrast to the 1932-33
famine, foreign governments and news
media quickly deduced the occurrence
of the KAL-007 and Chornobyl incidents, and immediately challenged
Soviet authorities with the evidence.
In the cases of both KAL-007 and
Chornobyl, initial official Soviet statements were terse and less than forthcoming. The first statement on KAL007 implied that the aircraft had been
intercepted but allowed to continue its
flight. Only later did the Soviets admit
that it had been shot down. The first
Soviet comment on Chornobyl gave no
hint of the risks to people living near the
damaged reactor. Not until a week after

the explosion did most people living
under the path of the fallout receive official warnings and advice on health precautions.
Evidently because the downing of
KAL-007 took place in a border area
near which U.S. military aircraft regularly flew, the Soviets decided to
blame it on the U.S. They concocted the
absurd fiction that KAL-007 was on a
U.S. spying mission. Soviet spokesmen
have stuck with this line despite its lack
of credibility with most foreign and
some domestic audiences. One reason
they have not backed away is that, unlike with Chornobyl, most Soviet citizens had no way to ascertain for themselves the facts of the shootdown.
With Chornobyl there was no credible way to blame the accident on
foreigners. The reactor was constructed
and operated by Soviets. The authorities had to accept responsibility. Nonetheless they have tried to soften the
blame. At first they downplayed the
danger, accused foreign media of hyping the story, and fingered local offieials.
To many Soviet citizens, however,
these tactics must have rung hollow.
Subsequent, more forthcoming otticial
statements about the accident left no
doubt that foreign radio broadcasts had
been on the mark. Since the Ukrainian
press had previously warned of shortcomings in construction at Chornobyl,
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federal deficit has provoked frenzied
budget cutting that already has severely
affected defense. I fear that even more
cuts are on the horizon.
Cutting the defense budget has become immensely popular. We keep
hearing that we must end the largesse
enjoyed by defense under President
Reagan because the deficit has simply
grown too large. The implication here is
that defense must pay the price for the
deficit.
Well, of course, defense doesn't have
to pay the price for the deficit; defense
did not cause the deficit. In fact, as a
percentage of our gross national product, defense today is well below what it
was in the 1960s. About 6 percent of our
total cost goes to preserve our security
today. In 1960, the figure was more on
the order of 8 to 9 percent.
Still, the truth is that the president's
national defense program has been
repeatedly cut. In fact, since 1984 total
defense budget cuts amount to more
than $300 billion over five years —

in mind the plight of the
the lesson that
history
for a strong
defense.
which by the way, is the equivalent of an
entire year of defense spending. What
this means is that we will have to make
do over a five-year period with only four
years' worth of funds. As you can
imagine, that means less defense now
and less defense later than we had
planned.
Let me tell you how this happened. In
March 1984, we entered an agreement
with Congress to reduce the defense
budget by $55 billion over a three-year
period. We made that agreement because Congressional leaders told us it
was required to control the deficit and
assured us that we would get back on
track in the next budget cycle. Later
that year, Congress abrogated its agreement and cut another $29 billion. The
budget submitted by the president in
January 1985 for the 1986 fiscal year
conformed to these reduced leveis —
and still Congress cut another $132
billion in its budget resolution.
But still the cutting wasn't over.
Congress enacted the Gramm-Rudthe attempt to blame local officials also
lacked persuasiveness. Construction of
nuclear reactors is under central, not
local, authority.
In contrast to the time of the 1932-33
famine, modern technology did not
allow the Soviet leaders to deny outright for more than a few days that the
KAL-007 and Chornobyl incidents had
occurred. What worries Soviet leaders
most is not just that foreigners learned
of these recent events. Rather, it is that
foreign radios promptly broadcast the
facts to large numbers of Soviet citizens.
The handling of the KAL-007 and
Chornobyl affairs reminded the Soviet
peoples once again of how little they can
rely on official propaganda for critical
information at times of crisis.
Soviet authorities evidently came to
recognize that early propaganda on
Chornobyl was mishandled. In contrast
to the approach taken after the destruction of KAL-007, the propaganda line
on Chornobyl changed once it was clear
that the initial approach had generated
more public cynicism than reassurance.
While the Soviets continue to divert
attention to arms control and foreign
media coverage of Chornobyl, they
have now made their own story more
credible. In this regard, they invited
senior officials of the IAEA to tour the
accident area on May 8.
In the cases of both KAL-007 and
Chornobyl, new international measures
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man-Hollings Law and applied it retroactively to the 1986 budget, resulting in
another $11 billion budget cut. Some
six months into the fiscal year, with half
of the budget already spent, we had to
reduce the 1986 budget by $11 billion.
In February, the president sent Congress a 1987 defense budget request of
$311.6 billion that would meet our
defense needs without exceeding the
deficit ceiling mandated by GrammRudman. That budget represents the
funding level needed to maintain our
progress toward a more secure future,
and it is already being subjected to
massive cuts.
Ladies and gentlemen, we in the
Defense Department understand and
appreciate the need for strong and
concerted action to reduce the budget
deficit. But we cannot remain silent; we
cannot give credence to those who
ignore the threat and claim that defense
budget cuts will not affect national
security. The facts speak otherwise.
The Soviets have not ended their
massive military build-up. The Kremlin
did not return to the negotiating tables
in Geneva and start discussing, for the
first time ever, true arms reduction
proposals because they have acquired a
new benevolent attitude toward other
nations. They have returned to Geneva
because the rebuilding of America's
defense forces has cut off their hopes for
an exploitable military advantage over
the Western world. Those who continue
to advocate radical cuts to the defense
budget must understand Soviet motives. They also must be reminded of
what happened to Ukrainians who
dared to resist Soviet imperialism.
And they must answer some very
tough questions: can we now retrench
on the work we have done and risk a
return of unchallenged Soviet adventurism? Can we break faith with people
who see in us the hope of their future?
1 think not. The American people are
made of sterner stuff than that. They
will not accept budget cuts that endanger national security, risk our ability
to protect our allies, or ignore our role
in the world today, which President
Eisenhower called the "high commission that history has thrust on us."
were suggested to help deal with future
problems. After the KAL shootdown,
the United States and Japan pressed the
USSR to agree to steps to improve air
safety in the North Pacific. Two years
later, on the eve of the Geneva summit,
agreement was reached.
This time, anticipating strong international pressure for better nuclear
safety, the Soviets moved faster. Last
week, in a televised address to the Sovie
peoples, General Secretary Gorbachev
offered new proposals. At first glance
his ideas for the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) appear to track
closely with what the Summit Seven
leaders called for in Tokyo earlier this
month.
The United States welcomed and will
carefully examine the Soviet proposals,
in the context of longstanding U.S.
support for a stronger IAEA role on
nuclear safety. Actions are already
underway. Three days ago the IAEA
board decided to open negotiations on
an international system for early notification of nuclear accidents, and
on coordinated assistance when
accidents release radioactivity into
neighboring countries. Agreements on
these steps would be a positive sign. One
should bear in mind, however, that
agreements by themselves are less
important than a constructive attitude
toward protecting innocent bystanders.
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Feodor Fedorenko...
(Continued from page 1)
According to the U.S. District
Court's 1978 decision, Mr. Fedorenko
claimed the Soviet investigation had
cleared him of any wrongdoing. Six persons, identified as Nikolai Korotkyi,
Vasyl Vasylenko, Michael Dudnyk,
Petro Schelno, Ivan Shevchenko and

Boston Ukrainians...
(Continued from page 4)
of the Ukrainian Studies Fund as
saying, "it makes no sense to exclude
one of the four major genocides of
the 20th century when the other three
are included." Mr. Zakim of B'nai
Brith said that the Jewish Holocaust
should not be "homogenized."
Thursday's film showing resulted
in an editorial in the Sunday Boston
Globe titled "Ukrainian Truths" that
begins: "As reports filter out of the
Soviet Union about the evacuation
of 84,000 refugees from the
Chornobyl region... a terrible
memory recurs to Ukrainians
everywhere, and to those few
historians who know what Joseph
Stalin did to the people of Ukraine in
1932-33." The editorial described the
horror of the famine and mentioned
that "for inscrutable reasons, most
PBS stations have refused to show
'Harvest of Despair.' "

Nikolai Rohoza, had given statements
to Soviet officials in regard to Mr.
Fedorenko's wartime activity. Mr.
Fedorenko noted a remarkable physical
likeness between himself and Mr.
Rohoza, according to U.S. court records.
Ordeal began in 1977
Mr. Fedorenko's ordeal began in
Ukrainians and apologized. "Both
Kitty and I want to apologize for any
misunderstanding that may have
taken place," said Gov. Dukakis. He
then spoke of the horrors of the
famine and of the suffering of the
Ukrainian people. That evening, the
governor's statement was on local
news broadcasts. Friday's Herald ran
a story, "Ukrainians Win Flap with
Kitty," which said that it was
Speaker Keverian's intervention that
brought about the Dukakis apology.
Saturday's Herald contained a story
headlined "Duke Apologizes for
Slight of Ukrainian Americans" and
the Globe ran a small piece titled
"Dukakis apologizes to U.S. Ukrainians."

the

Two TV stations, both daily
papers, and the Associated Press
covered Sunday's commemoration
at St. Andrew's. Eugene Demchenko, a defector and former Kiev
province official, was added to the
program to speak about Chornobyl,
suggesting that the U.S. government
should offer aid directly to Ukraine's
government. About six state representatives were present as well as a
representative from the governor's
office, who read a proclamation declaring May 11 Ukrainian Famine
Commemoration Day. Letters to the
editor criticizing the exclusion of
Ukrainians at Friday's event
appeared in both the Herald and
Globe.

The Kuropases...

pate fully in Ukrainian-American
life.

(Continued from page 5)
time as a member of the UNA
Youth League.
Asked if the Ukrainian community
would have been poorer without the
UNA, Myron Kuropas said: "There
would be no Ukrainian society if it
weren't for the UNA. There were all
kinds of Russophiles: they told
Ukrainians that they were UhroRussians — Hungarian. Ukrainians
were joining Slovak churches, Hungarian organizations, the GreekCatholic Union, the Polish Alliance."
He observed that Ukrainian people
had a very confused sense of identity.
When asked if the UNA was like a
government in exile, he agreed and
repeated his father's observation that
the UNA was a Ukrainian embassy.
Discussing the future of the UNA,
Myron Kuropas noted that at the
moment the UNA is in a holding
pattern, a transition period — it is
moving from an emigre organization
a full-fledged Ukrainian American organization — with the emphasis on American. He defined an
emigre organization as one that is
engrossed in old world politics. He
noted that the UNA had been an
American organization before the
third wave of emigres after World
War II; the younger generation is
getting back to the original emphasis.
He explained that an American organization meets the needs of Ukrainians in the U.S. without ignoring
Ukrainians in Ukraine: it preserves the heritage and gives an
avenue for young people to partici-

"I see a real hunger of the young
people," he commented, "to have a
vehicle for activity. After Plast, etc.,
not many organizations are open to
the young, except for church groups,
and that's it. There is no way for
youth to get involved. For example,
Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine has really grown because it
is an avenue for youth. The UNA
used to have a youth league, sports
groups, bowling leagues — we have
neglected our youth."

On Friday, May 9, about 30
Ukrainians attended the State House
ceremonies, about half in traditional
embroidered blouses. Speaker of
the House Keverian opened the
ceremony by welcoming the Ukrainians and reading a resolution about
the Ukrainian famine that had been
passed by unanimous vote in the
House the previous day.
Gov.

Dukakis

welcomed

The youngest member of the Kuropas family at the convention was
Stephen. He added that the UNA
is part of his family, "My dad had
been an advisor, my grandfather had
been a vice-president and there were
heated arguments at home; I had
always gone to Soyuzivka every
summer that I can remember, and
Plast. When my dad was running for
vice-president, I helped him in that."
He was asked how the UNA could
help young people become more active in the organization. The younger
Stephen said that he would like to see
the UNA include the youth: "There
sometimes seems to be a barrier. For
example, UNA members sometimes
do not think that there is a language
barrier — they print a notice of a
meeting solely in Ukrainian. UNA
needs to modernize — it needs to be
an American organization. It needs
to become politically active, like the
Jewish organizations; the UNA does
have the money to do this. We have
to move in a coordinated fashion."
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1977, when the U.S. government moved
to revoke his citizenship for alleged
failure to reveal his service as a camp
guard at Treblinka.
Mr. Fedorenko maintained that he
was a soldier in the Red Army, was subsequently captured by the Germans and
forced to work as a concentration camp
guard in 1942-43. He said he did not disclose his service because he was never
asked about it.
In 1978, the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of Florida ruled in
Mr. Fedorenko's favor, noting that he
had not committed any atrocities as a
camp guard and that his service had
been involuntary.

Ukrainian Americans...
(Continued from page 4)

Ukrainian descent in Congress," Mr.
Futey praised Mr. Kostiw asaknowledgable man we've known for years,
and he called on all Americans —
Democrats, Independents and Republicans to support him.
Rep. Crane, who revealed that his
wife's grandfather came from Ukraine,
reminded those assembled that
"campaigns have grown very expensive
and, if you are running against an
incumbent, the rule of thumb is that you
need to raise more money than the
incumbent."
The speakers described Mr. Kostiw
Allan A. Ryan of the U.S. solicitor as being a graduate of St. Bonaventure
general's office then reviewed the U.S. University with a degree in business,
government's case and recommended and with graduate studies in economics
that the case not be appealed. Mr. Ryan and business from the University of
wrote in a memo that Mr. Fedorenko Maryland. He is a former emplo}yee of
was most likely innocent and could even the CIA, specializing in South and
be the victim of a frame-up by former Central America; his perfect Spanish is
Treblinka inmates.
a definite plus in courting the CubanLater, Mr. Ryan, who was subse- American vote. He is married and has
quently named director of the Office of three children. He troubleshoots
Special Investigations, the Justice De- worldwide for Texaco Corp. Next
partment's Nazi-hunting arm, said he month, he is taking a leave of absence so
changed his mind about the Fedorenko that he can devote all of his energies to
case after re-reading the transcript.
the campaign trail.
First impressions among persons
In 1979, the U.S. Court of Appeals
overturned the lower court's ruling and attending the fund-raiser elicited such
stripped Mr. Fedorenko of his citizen- comments as: "straight-talker,"
ship. The defendant appealed to the Su- "intelligent," "a pragmatist," "someone
preme Court, which in 1981 upheld the who wouldn't jump into a race without
a feeling for a good chance,"
appellate court decision.
"energetic," "confident,"
The case then entered the deportation
Individuals and; or organizations
phase. In 1983, a federal immigration wishing to learn more about this
judge ordered the deportation of Mr. Ukrainian American running for ConFedorenko. Mr. Fedorenko appealed, gress should write directly to Neighbors
but in August 1984 his attorney with- to Elect Mike Kostiw, P.O. Box 1710,
drew the petition fpr review, thjus clear- Dania, f:^J^Q^^0r^^h.^^
^r,,
ing the way for deportation.
On December 10, 1984, Mr.
CHOIR DIRECTOR7
8
Fedorenko was arrested in Philadelphia ^
CANTOR NEEDED
8
and taken to Salem County Jail in New 8
Sts. Peter u Paul Ukrainian
X
Jersey. Twelve days later, after the Su- I
Orthodox Church
g
preme Court declined to stop hisdepor- у
Youngstown, Ohio. U.S.A.
K
tation, Mr. Fedorenko was flown to
Moscow. He was last reported to be
living with his wife in the city of
л
Applicants must be fiuent in English u g
Dzhankoi in the Crimea.
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Ukrainian. For further information call
Ted Senediak (216) 533-4862

Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine
On the 40th day of the death of

IHOR OLSHANIWSKY
the late president of Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine (AHRU),

DIVINE LITURGIES
will be offered in the following cities:

June 17th. 1986
St. John Ukrainian Catholic Church, Newark, N.J. 8:00 a.m. (June 16)
Holy Ascension Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Maplewood, N.j, 7:00 p.m.
St. George's Ukrainian Catholic Church, New York, N.Y.7.00 a.m.
St. Michael's Ukrainian Catholic Church, Jenkintown, Pa. 6:00 p.m
St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Church, Warren. Ml 7:00 p.m.
Immaculate Conception Ukrainian Catholic Church, Hamtramck, Ml 8:30
a.m.
St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church, Canton, OH 11 a.m.
Sts. Volodymyr and Olha, Chicago, IL (June 21) 7:30 a.m.
St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Church, Parma, OH
St. Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church, Cleveland, OH
St. Protectress Ukrainian Catholic Church, Parma, OH
St. Andrew Ukrainian Catholic Church, Parma, OH.
St. Volodymvr Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Parma, OH
Holy Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Cheektowaga, NY 9:00 a.m.
St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church, Tonawanda NY 7:00 a.m.
St. Nicholas Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Miami, FL
St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Church, Rochester, NY.
St. Mary's the Protectress Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Rochester, NY.
St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church, Watervlit, NY
St. Nicholas Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Troy, NY
St. Peter St Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church, Cohoes, NY
We ask for prayers of the faithful to the merciful God to accept the soul of the late
Ihor into his heavenly kingdom and to inspire the members of AHRU to continue the
work of "AHRU" and "UNCHAIN" with the scope and dedication envisioned by the late
Ihor.
- MEMORY ETERNAL -

h
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News briefs...
(Continued from page 8)
The museum's staff members will be attending workshops and seminars in
their respective fields during the meeting.
# A photograph of Lubow Wolynetz,
director of educational programs at the
museum, graces the cover of the brochure of the Queens Council on the
Arts. Mrs. Wolynetz, a Queens resident,
demonstrated the art of Ukrainian embroidery at the 300th anniversary of the
Borough of Queens, sponsored by the
council. The council is preparing a
guide book on crafts people in Queens,
which will list Mrs. Wolynetz.
^ The museum's traveling exhibition
"The Lost Architecture of Kiev" has
made its second journey to Canada. In
1984 the exhibit was on display in
Winnipeg and Toronto. Its 1986
schedule is as follows: March 12 - May
7: Provincial Museum of Alberta, Edmonton, May 19 - July 6: Ukrainian
Cultural Heritage Village, Edmonton,
WORDS OF WISDOM
To be a better journalist, split logs and
tear you' hair — not the other way
around!

Good Reading Material:
KIEV: Its Origin and Development
(including
rare information
about
Prince
Kie, who changed the
history of Europe).
Booklet by Victor Kachur, from;
VLESSIANA
P.O. Box 4 2 2 , Dublin, Ohio 4 3 0 1 7

August 3 - September 28: Ukrainian
Museum of Canada, Saskatoon.
Having originated at the Museum in
1982, the exhibit has been shown in
Washington, Philadelphia, Dayton,
Ohio, and Chicago.
9 The Gala 10th Anniversary Celebration of The Ukrainian Museum is
planned in the fall. This event will be
held at the Plaza Hotel on Sunday,
October 19, at 1-5 p.m. It will consist of
a reception, a luncheon, and a musical
program featuring Andrij Dobrianskyj,
bass-baritone of the Metropolitan
Opera, and the Kalyna Trio.
^ The fall schedule of workshops and
courses at the museum will begin in
October. For more information please
call (212) 228-0110.

Ukrainian lawyers...
(Continued from page 3)
American law students this year. The
participants voted to contribute to the
scholarship fund in memory of Myron
Gonko, a former treasurer of the U ABA
who recently passed away.
The membership also discussed its
activities in several cases involving the
use of Soviet evidence, and the American Bar Association's agreement of cooperation with Soviet lawyers.
Over 60 lawyers from across the
country attended the meeting. The
current UABA officers, who represent
over 250 members, are: Bohdan Futey,
president; Michael Waris, vice-president; George Sierant, treasurer; Daria
Stec, corresponding secretary; and
George Senyk, recording secretary.

UKRAINIAN FOLK MUSIC COURSE
June 2 9 — July 1 3
U k r a i n i a n Catholic Seminary, S t a m f o r d , Conn.
Sponsored by the Society of Ukrainian Bandurists
Instructors:
—
—
—
—
—
#
#

Subject:

Dr. A. Hornjatkevic, Univ. of Alberta
Ken Bloom, New York
Alexis Kochan-Budyk
Ted Harasymchuk
Julian Kytasty
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Battle over...

could not have accomplished the killing
on that scale without the help of locals. I
am not saying that the people ultimately
responsible were not the Germans."
Among those people who lost everything in the war, Mr. Aarons said "was a
group of people who had blood on their
hands and couldn't go home... They
mixed with the displaced persons and
refugees, hiding their Nazi background
in the Cold War atmosphere of anticommunism."
While it is difficult to prove cases
against people, Australia can "only do
something similar to what the U.S. is
doing. They are not trying them for
their crimes, they are trying them for thf
lies they told to emigrate to the U.S. am
to gain American citizenship," he said.
As for investigating collaborators of
Soviet atrocities, writes B.G. King in a
letter to the editor of The Age', "I
would be surprised if Mr. Aaron
intends to pursue the subject of Sovietinstigated genocide in any forum..." It
has been noted in the pages of
Australia's press that Mr. Aaron's "is
the son of the former Communist Party
secretary Laurie Aarons."
According to Mr. Aarons, his family
background has in no way affected his
treatment of "Nazis in Australia."
Recently, four. New South Wales
Liberal Party members were named as
Nazi war criminals. While some have
reacted with humor to the accusation,
one party member responded the allegation was a "dirty political smear."

(Continued from page 3)

lined by Soviet defectors such as
Frederick Nezansky, a former lawyer in
the USSR procurator's office, who said
he knows of KGB agents posing as
civilian witnesses; and Imants
Lesinskis, a former KGB officer, who
said that while some war crimes
evidence prepared by the KGB might be
true, most of it was faked to persuade
'naive Westerners' that war criminals
were in their midst."
In a document presented to the
government by the Australian Federation of Ukrainian Organizations leaders
of the Ukrainian community here, while
stating Nazi war criminals should be
punished, also cautioned that any
investigative panel should be limited
not only to those who worked on the
side of the Nazis, but collaborated in
Soviet atrocities also.
Mark Aaron, producer of "Nazis in
Australia" has maintained that after 10
years of research, Nazi war criminals of
all nationalities are living in Australia,
but does not mention collaborators of
Soviet cruelties.
"One of the interesting things about
looking at our immigration after the
war," Mr. Aarons told the The Age'
reporter Anna Murdock in a recent
interview, "what that when one thinks
of the Holocaust one thinks in the main
of the Germans, but to do the work they
depended on local collaborators. The
killing units set into Eastern Europe

The Ukrainian Weekly
Press Fund
John Zwarycz, Clifton, N.J.
Daria Karanowych, Irvington, N.J
Wolodymyr Pylyshenko, Brockport, NY
Mykola Wocobel, Bruno, Mn
Wasyl Kovach, Stratford, Ct
Wasyl Kyj, Wallingford, Ct
Mary Witwick, Hanover, NJ
M. 4 M. Lewycky, Maplewood, NJ

;.... History 6 traditions of Ukrainian folk music
Bandura, sopilka
Folk singing
Tsymbaly
Bandura, epic singing

$50.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$2.00
$2.00

Help the Ukrainian-American Justice Committee of Chicago

distribute Paul Zumbakis' book,

$285 includes: tuition, room and board for two weeks
3 university credits available through Ukrainian Free University
For application and additional information write to:

Society of Ukrainian Bandurists
P.O. Box 1 1 3 6 , Cooper Station, New York, N.Y. 1 0 2 7 6 or call ( 2 1 2 ) 6 7 7 1 9 4 0 ,
ask for Valik Moroz

KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC.

шя„
757 Second Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10003
ішХТТЇі
(212)254-8779
##W## #1

SOVIET EVIDENCE IN NORTH
AMERICAN COURTS
Use this form to either purchase a copy of the book for yourself or have it sent to someone
who should be informed.
П Please send ME
Courts at $15.00.
My address is:

copy (copies)

of Soviet Evidence in North American

Visiting UKRAINIAN COLONIES in BRAZIL
П Please send

BRAZILIAN SPRING
and ARGENTINA

copy (copies) of Soviet Evidence in North American Courts

at $15.00 to the following politician, journalist judge or private citizen.
HisXher address is: .

October 2 2 to November 7, 1986
17-Day Tour

VARIG AIRLINES

Departure from New York ..
from Miami

$2.021
$1,878

Escorted by Petro Bokalo
SAO PAULO -

CURITIBA

PRUDENTOPOLIS
PARAGUAY Excursion - IGUASSU FALLS
BUENOS AIRES - RIO DE JANEIRO
Includes air, deluxe motorcoach, hotels, breakfast and dinner daily plus six lunches, sightseeing, visits to the Ukrainian colonies and institutions, airport taxes, escorts and tips.
^

^

^

Registration until S e p t e m b e r 8, 1 9 8 6

П Please send

copy (copies) of Soviet Evidence in North American Courts to

whomever the Ukrainian-American Justice Committee feels should be receiving Zumbakis" book.
Enclosed is $

for (number of)

copy (copies). (UAJC will send you notification of

whom the book was sent to).

' My address is:

Send this form with payment to:
UAJC c7o B. Hodczak, 2 1 2 6 W. Iowa, Chicago, III. 6 0 6 2 2
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Times publisher...
(Continued from page 1)
said to have been fully or even accurately comprehended by the best reporters
and editors."
Mr. Sulzberger also stated that Mr.
Duranty was eventually recalled from
Moscow because many editors were
disatisfied with him.
The full text of Mr. Sulzberger's letter
follows.
You raised an interesting question at
the annual meeting about a newspaper's
sponsibility about real and presumed

Bern meeting...
(Continued from page 1)
lines between the region of Kiev and
Ukrainian families around the world,
much comfort would be given to many
families."
On the day the Bern conference
ended, the Soviet Union announced it
would resolve 36 cases of divided
families by allowing 117 persons to
emigrate to the United States. The U.S.
State Department called the move a
"significant step."
The USSR also agreed to clear up
two additional cases, one concerning
the spouse of an American citizen and
another a person claiming U.S. citizenship. A State Department spokesman
said that if the family reunifications
were carried out it would be the largest
single resolution of human-rights cases

100,000...
(Continued from page 2)

Some of the children at Artek told
reporters stories of fear and sadness
upon leaving their homes, some as close
as two miles from the plant, showing
signs of trauma from the sudden disruption of their lives and separation from
their families. Some feared they were
doomed because of their exposure to
radiation.
Officials waited more than 36 hours
after the initial explosion to begin
evacuating people from the contaminated zone around the plant. While
the damaged reactor emitted radiation,
heated up, and broke into flames, the
children were not evacuated, but sent to
school on Saturday (a Soviet school
day).
"At school, we were told, 'When you
go home, don't go into the street. Listen
to the radio. There may be an announcement,' " said 14-year-old Oleg
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transgressions 50 and more years ago.
At my request, some of the editors have
gone back through the files involving
Duranty's dispatches and other dispatches carried by The Times at the
same time. Based on that research, let
me give you my best answer to your
question.
Newspapers are chroniclers of current affairs — as another publisher once
remarked, "the first rough cut at
history." They are not history, which
almost always improves upon their
reports and endlessly amends and
corrects the record of human experience. Neither are they a final record
of truth — only of events, facts, opisince the U.S. began pressing for family
reunification in the mid-1950s.
In related news, a Wall Street Journal
editorial praised the U.S. stance at the
Bern meeting. The newspaper said:
"Michael Novak, American ambassador to the Bern Conference on Human Contacts, brought considerable
credit to the U.S. at that gathering last
month by refusing to sign yet another
agreement for the Soviets to violate.
Critics who charged that he jeopardized
the Helsinki 'accord' couldn't be more
wrong."
Calling Mr. Novak's position "a
courageous decision made in the best
interests of the people for whom the
conference was called," the newspaper
said that, translated into policy, the
move means "the U.S. will not put its
name to any more agreements unless
those agreements are a clear, full step
forward."
Zorin. The radio announcement said
that there would be an evacuation the
following day — Sunday, April 27, at 2
p.m.
"Everything was well-organized,"
said 13-year-old Sergei Zelinsky. Buses
came to the entrances of every apartment building, then formed a long
caravan for the journey.
Along the route, the buses were
stopped at roadblocks and passengers
and luggage were checked for radiation.
"Our instructions were that when we
came to our place of residence, we
should wash all the things we carried
and all things with a high level of
radiation we should burn," said 15year-old Igor Gegel.
Some 25 children were found to have
high radiation readings and they are
being given brief check-ups twice weekly at the camp for signs of radiation
sickness.
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nions and contentions as perceived at a
single moment in time. We never pretend to be anything more. .
So I begin my answer with the view
that what we report has to stand, for
better or worse, as our best
contemporary effort. Not just famine in
the Ukraine and the crimes of Stalin,
but also the fate of Armenians in
Turkey and the fate of Jews in Europe
were once insuffiently understood and
reported by many newspapers,
including The Times. Hardly any major
political event, from the Civil War to
W a t e r g a t e , from the Russian
Revolution to the fall of the shah, can
ever be said to have been fully or even
accurately comprehended by the best
reporters and editors. And not all
reporters and editors are the best.
What, then, do I think of Mr.
Duranty's reporting from the Soviet
Union? I honestly don't know. Historians, including some Times writers,
have left little doubt that he either
missed or ignored the great famine.
Perhaps he was negligent and then selfprotective. Perhaps he was too trusting
of Soviet sources he should never have

trusted. Perhaps his private political
views impermissibly clouded his judgment or distorted his dispatches. The
Times itself ran reports contradicting
his at the time and he was, eventually,
recalled from Moscow by dissatisfied
editors.
That contemporary Pulitzer jurors
thought him worthy of a prize for the
things he did write from Moscow is a
judgment I am neither equipped nor
entitled to second-guess at this date. In
any event, it is not a prize The Times can
take back.
Some of the truth about Duranty's
sojourn in Moscow died with him. The
rest has been vigorously and properly
debated by students of the era right
down to the present day. What
newspapers do and fail to do is out in
the open for all to judge, from the day
we appear and forever after in files that
we ourselves make available. That's a
harsher light than most institutions
endure and we are proud to submit to
anyone's judgment. I think that is the
height of responsibility as we
understand it, and I hope you
understand it in the same way.

^vwvy^^^^^^^^^^l
UKRAINIAN HERITAGE DEFENSE COMMITTEE
and the

SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
call upon you to

DONATE FUNDS
for their work and actions:
1. To promote the Ukrainian Story
2. To counter inaccuracies about Ukrainians
3. To protect the civil rights of Ukrainians

s ^ ч ^нќ
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Please mail donations by check or money-order to:
UKRAINIAN HERITAGE DEFENSE FUND
c7o Ukrainian National Association
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 07302
and include the following form, completed with the amount of donation, your name
and address.
Amount of donation
Name
No. and Street
City

State

" lio code

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UKRAINE
Edited by Volodjmyr

Kubijovyc

VOLUME I (A-F): First of Four Volumes
$1 15.00 + shipping 8i handling -

$4.50

First volume of a major work of Ukrainian scholarship in the diaspora
968 pages containing approximately 2,800 entries
Illustrated throughout
Over 450 illustrations in black and white; 5 color plates
83 maps, 6 of them in color
Large color fold-out map of Ukraine with 22-page gazetteer bound separately in same
binding as book,
ORDER NOW AND SEND A CHECK FOR $119 50 to:

SVOBODA

BOOK

STORE

30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 07302
V л .h ‚ex iv4iknts iiJ.I 6' sales tax
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Contemporary Ukraine topic of conference

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
June 20

public is invited. F o r further infor- :j:j
mation call (201)762-2837.
Щ

WASHINGTON, D.C.:The Washington Group of Ukrainian Ameri- June 22
can Professionals will hold a Friday
evening forum on "How to Buy and BALTIMORE: St. Michael's UkraiSell Your Home in Today's Market," nian Catholic Church will hold its
featuring speakers Tamara Pow- annual parish picnic at 1-7 p.m. in the
stenko and Anna Worobij at 7:30 Variety Club at Holabird Industrial
p.m. in St. Sophia's Religious Cen- Park. The picnic will feature games
ter, 2615 30th St. N.W. The speakers for children, swimming, a buffet
will cover such topics as marketing meal and a dance to the music of the
your home, finding a qualified buyer, Dnipro orchestra. Admission will be
buying versus renting, and financing $2.50 for adults, $2 for students, and
your purchase. Admission will be free for children under 14 years. For
I free for TWG members, $5 for non- further information call the parish at
: members. For more information call (301 675-7557.
I Pat Filipov at (301) 622-0838.
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URBANA, 111. — The Ukrainian
Research Program at the University of
Ulinois is organizing the fifth annual
conference on Ukrainian subjects at the
Urbana-Champaign campus. It is titled
"Contemporary Ukraine: Selected Topics" and will be attended by over 150
participants from the United States,
Canada, France, Israel and West Germany.

is program coordinator. The conference
is being sponsored by the University's
Summer Research Laboratory on Russia and Eastern Europe and the Foundation for Ukrainian Studies at the
University of Illinois.
The conference program consists of
the following sessions: Keynote Issues,
Ukrainian Dissent, Church, State and
the Party, Soviet Ukrainian Historiography, Ukrainian and Russian Dissent
(panel), Book Study, Bibliography,
Classification, Society, Labor, Law, I
and II (two sessions), Folklore and
Folklore Studies in Ukraine, Language,
Linguistics and Philosophy in Ukraine,
The State of the Performing Arts in
Ukraine, I and II (two sessions), Soviet
Ukrainian Literature, I-III (three sessions), Soviet Ukrainian Education,
Ukraine and the World, Censorship and
Related Problems in Soviet Ukraine,
Some Problems in the Study of the
Soviet Union, and Concluding Session.
A special session on Contemporary
Ukrainian Scholarship in the West will
be conducted by the Scholarly Council
of the World Congress of Free Ukrainians. The program also includes "An
Evening of Vasyl Stus's Poetry" with
Leonid Plyushch's address, a recital of
Ukrainian dissident poetry by the
Living Word Literary Theater from
Detroit-Warren, Mich., and a conference banquet with the appearance of
the female vocal ensemble Yevshan
Zillia from Minneapolis-St. Paul.

The meeting, to be held from June 9
to 14, will deal with the current state of
affairs in Ukraine with respect to
political, social, religious and intellectual matters. Thus, it will update the
knowledge available from the published
sources and reveal new evidence by
recent eyewitnesses.
There will be 55 speakers, mostly
MONTREAL: The Ukrainian Сапа- Щ
professors of colleges and universities,
I NEW YORK: Prof. Jurij Blochyn- dian Professional and Business Asso- $: some distinguished former Soviet dissi: Bojko of Munich will present a lec- ciation of Montreal and I A D C will S dents, as well as independent researi hire on "Shevchenko as a revolu- sponsor a lecture by Nikolai Tolstoy # chers, who will address the conference
: tionary in his poetry and life," at 7 of London on "World War II and jjjj on specific topics in English and Ukrai: p.m. at the Shevchenko Scientific Soviet War Crimes"at 6 p.m. in Con- g nian.
: Society building, 63 Fourth Ave., cordia University's Hall Building, :g
The conference is dedicated to the
D.B.
Clarke Theatre, 1455 de jjjj
j between 9th and 10th streets.
Maisonneuve West. For more infor- :g Ukrainian poet, scholar and humanist
Vasyl
Stus (1938-1985), who was marmation
call
(514)
481-5871.
jjjj
j June 20-22
tyred by the Soviet penal system for his
ideas and beliefs. The conference proj BRIDGEWATER, N.J.: Ukrainian June 3 0 - July 3
ceedings will commence with a special
: American Veterans Post 17 of
: Passaic, N.J., will host the 39th J E N K I N T O W N , Pa.: The Ukrai- jjjj period of mourning for Ukraine's
j annual UAV convention at the nian Heritage Studies Center a t S tragedy as a result of the Chornobyl
: Holiday Inn, Route 22 East here, this M a n o r Junior College will sponsor a g nuclear accident.
Dmytro M. Shtohryn is director of
: weekend. The convention will Ukrainian folklore program for chil- j;j;
: feature a banquet and dance on dren every day from 10 a.m. to noon ‡: this conference, and Bohdan Rubchak
: Saturday at 6 p.m. with guest speaker on the Jenkintown campus. The fee Щ
: Major Leonid Kondratiuk. For re- for the program will be $15. For ;:-:
jjjj
: servations call Peter Nakoneczny at information call (215) 884-2218.
j (201)526-9500, ext. 466.
JENKINTOWN, Pa. — The Ukrai- Ukrainian Americans. A variety of lecPREVIEW O F EVENTS, a listing :jjj
of Ukrainian community events open g: nian Heritage Studies Center of Manor tures will explore Ukraine's Christian
: June 21
to the public, is a service provided i-i; Junior College will sponsor a six-day heritage with an emphasis on the histoUkrainian Cultural Experience Pro- rical and cultural significance of
j W A R R E N , Mich.: The Kingir, free of charge by The Weekly to the jjj: gram on June 21-26 on the Jenkintown Ukraine's acceptance of Christianity,
І U S S R , political prisoner uprising Ukrainian community. To have an jg campus.
the Byzantine Rite, unique aspects of
: will be commemorated with a p r o - event listed in this column, please ijij
The program will feature lectures on Ukrainian church traditions and the
j gram at 7 p . m . at the Immaculate send information (type of event, j;j; Ukrainians in the United States, Ukrai- meeting of Christianity with pre-Chris: Conception grade school, 29500 date, time, place, admission, spon- ;ij: nian Christian spirituality, and Ukrai- tian Ukraine.
: Westbrook. F o r more information sor, etc.), along with the phone j# nian music, as well as classes in embroiUkrainian music, including classical,
number of a person who may be ijij
: call (313) 368-5946.
reached during daytime hours for jiji dery, ceramics, woodcarving and bead- religious, folk and pop., will also be
explored.
work.
j S O U T H O R A N G E , N . J . : D r additional information to: P R E - Щ
For more information call the UHSC
The presentations will include his: Myron Kuropas of Chicago will be VIEW O F EVENTS, The Ukrainian jjjj torical exploration of Ukrainians in the at (215) 885-2360, ext. 66, or write to:
: the featured speaker a t the Ukrai- Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey ‡і United States with emphasis on Ukrai- Ukrainian Heritage Studies Center,
: nian American Professionals a n d City, N.J. 07302.
nian immigration, Ukrainians in Manor Junior College, Fox Chase
і Businesspersons Association's final
P L E A S E NOTE: Preview items jjjj Pennsylvania, famous Ukrainian Ame- Road and Forrest Avenue. Jenkintown,
: meeting this season. Dr. Kuropas
ricans and general issues of concern for Pa. 19046.
5 will share his thoughts on the defa- must be received one week before ijij
: mation crisis confronting the Ukrai- desired date of publication. No j#
; nian community and the U N C H A I N information will be taken over the ijij
: concept. Elections of new board p h o n e . P r e v i e w i t e m s will be jiji
NEW YORK — Most people agree:
Aside from the partying and merry; members will also be held. The meet- published only once (please note #j
: ing will be held in the faculty room in desired date of publication). All jiji the month of July will offer Americans making, July 26 will also provide the
j Seton Hall University. Wine will be items are published at the discreation ijij something very special this year. It will "Lucky 400" an opportunity to mingle
: served at 7:30 p.m., a n d the business of the editorial staff and in accor- jiji be exciting when, on July 3, President and socialize with, and expand their
Ronald Reagan and a host of 3,000 network of talented and interesting
: portion will begin a t 8:15 p.m. The dance with available space.
VI Ps converge on New York City for people in the Ukrainian American
the grandest ceremonies the United communities.
States will witness — the unveiling of
In this first joint effort of its kind,
the "new" Statue of Liberty.
three of the largest and most active
Later that month, on Saturday, July Ukrainian American professional and
POLAND, Ohio — The Ukrainian Calloway scores in all categories and for
National Association's National Golf closest to the pin on all part 3 holes. The 26, a "Lucky 400" will find themselves business groups will be sponsoring
Tournament will be held in Youngs- longest putt $nd longest drive will also spending a romantic night in New York "Cruising by Moonlight," a fund-raiser
harbor, dancing under the stars, admir- to help fight defamation of Ukrainians.
town, Ohio, on July 4-5. The tourna- be rewarded.
ment is open to all members of the
On Friday night, a buffet will be ing the Statue of Liberty in her new
The Young Professionals of the
Ukrainian National Association, in the served and on Saturday an awards ban- glory, sailing past the glittering New
following categories: men, senior men quet will be held. The entry fee of $15 York skyline — and making it count Ukrainian Institute of America, The
(over age 65), and all women. All mem- for each golfer will provide for the more than ever before. The evening Washington Group, and The Ukrainian
berships will be verified by the home buffet and banquet. All other expenses, cruise will benefit Ukrainian anti-defa- American Professionals and Businesspersons of New York and New Jersey,
office in Jersey City.
such as greens fees, cart rentals, and mation efforts.
have pooled resources to deal with this
Headquarters for the tournament will motel costs will be the responsibility of
A total of 400 persons will be cruising "persistent wave of attacks on our
be the Holiday Inn, located at 1051 each golfer. Each participant will re- by Moonlight on the "Andrew Fletcher"
parents, us, and our children."
North-Niles Canfield Road, Interstate ceive a souvenir.
of the Seaport Line of Lower Man80 at Route 46, Youngstown, Ohio,
"This cruise is an effort to prove that
Entry blanks may be secured by hattan, a 125-foot, colorful and charm44515. The telephone number is (216) writing or calling the tournament direc- ing, sidewheel steamboat of the type today's younger professionals do care
793-9851.
tor. Gene Woloshyn 2047 Wingate that plied the waters of New York about their past heritage, and that
Tee-off times for the two golf courses Road, Poland, Ohio, 44514; (216) 757- Harbor at the turn of the century. From younger Ukrainian Americans can
on July 4 will be 11 a.m. and on July 5, 8 4712. All entries must be received by its tail smokestack with its brass whistle, work together for the better good of
a.m. to Spring Lakes and 10 a,m. at June 28. This will provide time for to its twin two-deck-high paddlewheels, all," pointed out George Martynuk,
membership checks and tee time assign- the vessel will provide 400 lucky passen- president of the Institute's Young
Dogwood.
There will be prizes for low gross rnents for both courses. Average scores gers a unique experience — an am- Professionals, the acting host group.
for
9 holes will be used as a basis for biance recalling an earlier, more gra- "We have to work together toward such
scores for 36 holes for men, senior men
cious era.
and women, cash prizes, based on the pairings.
{Continued on page 15)

Manor slates "Cultural Experience"

Cruise to benefit anti-defamation efforts

UNA golf tourney deadline

neors

